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CHIU'TER I 
STA'l'J:lMJ~ .IT OF PROBLEM A1ID ,nJSTIFICATION 
An attempt will be made in this s tudy to devise and 
bring together some tec~~iques of evaluation, with samples 
showing how they would be used with children. Having in 
mind the nature of the primary grade child, and the vari-
ations of reading and maturity levels, only a few techniques 
will be designed f or more advanced pupils. 
The fluid na.ture of primary grade social studies necess-
itates the building of an evaluation progrgm to appraise tb~ 
result of the teacher ' s and pupils ' efforts in this field. 
As children in these grades are acquiring information in a 
more informal man.ner than do c _:. i l dren in the upper grades , 
and a s the reading ability and the maturity of t_e children 
varies to such wide degree , it is necessary to employ many 
techniques to determine how much and how well they absorb 
the material presented and develop the understandi~~s sought.~ 
The social studies iflfor mation acquired by prime..ry grade 
children is ge.ined tr..rough observation, persone.l experience , 
some reading , and a great dee.l of listening. The al!lount of 
informe.tion gcdned tl1rougb these media is influenced by ma!'..y 
f actors . 
In the case of observe.tion, the degree of learning is 
\ \ 
-1- ·:· 
; j 
affected ey each child' s awe~reness of the things going on 
about him, his comprehension of what he sees , and bis ability 
to interpret what he observes in relation to what is 1)eing 
studied. The child ' s socie,l ::md mental maturity s.lso affect 
his understanding of wl;at he sees. 
Factors trn, t influence the amount of information ace uir-
ed through reading• include tle reading ability of the child 
and tl:e lirdted amount cmd quality of t -Je s ocifLl studies 
books for thes e grades. A grea.t many of the social studies 
stories tend to bury informE·.t io·n in make-believe situat.:.ons 
involving unrelated personalities and details . 
Tbe greater r~trt of the instruction is confined to list-
ening &,ctivities. The eA."Planation before and dt1r:i.ng the 
showing of slides, movies, pictures, and the ensuing discuss-
i on, the listening to the radio, records, and stories, the 
field trips taken wbere an outsider or the teacher explains 
vrha t they have come to observe , all of t1:ese are means of 
instruct ion through the spoken ,·vord. 
Research on hearing comprehension by 1Uller1 concludes 
that children in the primary grades have greater listening 
comprehension than reading col'lprebension. 
1. Hiller, E. A., The Relgtion Of Hee,ring Comprehens}.££ 
In Grades Three And j;'our , Uni>Uol isned Easterl s Thesis , 
lliston UniversJ.ty,-194!; P• 43;11 
1 
McKee said essentially the same thing when he v~ote that 
most children below the third grade find it easier to under-
ste.nd what is s aid than what is read. 
It is generally established that children learn by doing. 
Hill2 expresses this by sayi~~ that the printed page is 
second-hand exper i ence . She observes t hat children in t he 
~rimary grades are most eager for opportunities to investi-
g 2.t e a t first hand t. be enviro 1.1r1e nt o.i)o ut tn eE'- • The Sant&. 
- - ·-
Barbar_l!: .Q.Q!!nty Program of Evaluation3 claims that the things 
children actual~ do are more meaningful than the things 
they know and can do. 
In the primary grade social studies, much of the time 
is devoted to tb~ setting up and cexrying out of activities 
that are designed to increase tbe child's knowledge of a 
given subject . Planned experiences are provided for him 
to give him a greater background for understandir~. 
To guage the value of all. the above activities as they 
are carried on, a need was felt on the part of this investi-
gator to find some way to determine how to reach all types 
1. McKee , Paul, ~ TeachiES of ReadiOO in the 
Elementar~ School, HOughton Mif1lin Co., Boston, 
Mass., 1948, P• 10. 
2. Hill, P. s., ~ Beginnings .Q! !!!~ .§ocial 
Sciences , Charles Scribner ' s Sons , New York City, 
1932, Introduction XIV. 
3. .§.s!.tJ~~ Barbara .QQunt y :Program .Qf Evaluation; 
~veloping Concepts, Attitudes and Skil ls, 
Volume 8, Schauer Printing Studio, Inc. , Santa 
Barbara, California., 1945 , P• B. 
I ~ 
I 
I 
_ j 
of children in an average primary grade to find out how much 
actual information was being absorbed and definite under-
- . 
standings were being developed. Concrete evidence of a 
cluld's knowledge~ be obtained b,y setting -up situations 
whereby he m93' express his understandings. The si.t .uations 
~ . ~ . .. -
employed in the evaluation techniques in this study will 
- . -- - - -
attempt to duplicate the learning situations common in primar.y 
grades. 
that this study will act as such a guide. 
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I CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AliD RESEARCH 
Term Defined.-- The term evaluation ie defined. b,y 
- 1 -
Webster as t he "process of ascertaining the value or amount 
of; the careful appraisal of that with which it is concerned.• 
. - . . ·- 2 . . .. 
The Santa Barbara County Program- of Evaluation elab-
. . -·· . 
orates on this definition by stating that evaluation t akes in 
all the ways by which objective evidence can be collected on 
- . ~ . - - . 
the changes that are taking place in boys and girls. The 
authors refine the term furt?er by emp_ha.sizi~_g that eva~u~tion 
sbould be concerned with appraising the prog~ess made by a 
child in terms of his particular needs and i?ter_ests • 
. - 3 
Smallen berg e:x:pre_sse~ his pbilosop_ey _  on ~he s~b~ ~~~- as 
"the process _of determi:ning the effe<?_tiv~ness of ~he ed:uca-
tio~~ -pro~_am in meeting the needs of boys and girls in a 
particular class, school, and community.• 
1-~ · · Webster's ~ .. Internatlonal· Dictiona.r;y,.-2! . the 
:§PSJ.ish _LaEf!~e, second edition, G.~ & s. Merriam 
Co., S-pring eld, Mas_s., 1947, p. 8S3. 
2. Santa. Barbara· County __ Prosram __ g!_ EValuation;' 
Developing __ Concepts,, _Atti tude·s ~ and _Skills·, Volume 
8, Schauer Printing Studio, Inc., Santa Barbara, 
California, 1945, P• 3 • 
. - . 
3. Smallenberg·, Harry, "Evaluating Pupil Progress," 
Educational_Leadersbip, 2a2_90, 1945, April. 
-5-
It can be assumed by these defini tiona that evaluation 
is an individual process. The child himself, his ability, his 
needs, his interests, his background of e~perience, and his 
growth_ should form the b~is for measuring his progress. 
Eistory:: ,2! Evaluation •. -- ';l'esting, or eva.J.uation, in the 
l 
modern sense, began in the early 1900's. Russell i n his 
- . . 
review of the history of evaluation bas found that in its 
Tirst stages the emphasis was on a test for the sake of a 
. . . .. 
good test. These tests were designed to measure intelligence 
and ac ll..i evement. 
In the later 1920' s and early 1930's more stress was 
laid on the development of t ests for measurl ng progres~ . in 
the intangibles and emphasized the use of the teat results. 
§. 
The concept of evaluation has 'grown up' in the present 
. . . 
dec~e. It realizes that paper and pen~i~. tests me~sure 
onlY some of t he outc omes of instruction and t ypes of pupil 
behavior. 
Evaluation, as weli as many other pr actices i n educa-
tion, has gone in and out on the tides . of enthusiasm through-
out its his tory. I n 1946, Georgia May Sachs mau.e ·;:.he s tate-
l. ~ Russell , · David- H., "Evaluation of the Element ary 
SGhoor· Progra.m; ·"-·ca,liforni a.· J'ourn·al of Elementary 
Education, Volume XIII, 13:184-185, February,l945. 
2.,.. · Sma.llenberg, Harry; "Evaluat"ing Pupil Progress," 
Educational Leadership, 2:290 April, 1945. 
6 
ment , "Al t hough some leaders in t he social stud i es area 
have tended to r eject al l types of evaluation, others have 
real ized the need for co ntinuous evaluation on as objective 
a bas i s as possible by teachers and pupils as an integral 
pe.xt of tbe l earning process. 1 
"Current Practices in Evaluat i on in Ci t y Sc J:l..ool Sys t ems," 
ey ]!Iichaelis is a study of t lle provisions made by one hun-
dred systems in guiding t he ir teachers and pup i ls in eval -
uat i on. Many of the school syztems l~ve gui danc e centers 
f or dealing with outstanding pr oblems of pupil adjustment. 
Only one f i fth of t he systems reported t lw"t a guide or hand-
2 
book on evaluation is provided f or t eacher use. 
:Pu:ryose £! Evaluation.-- In the book What Qyt Schools 
3 
t;re Teaching, the authors make f our point s on the pur pose 
. of evaluat i on: 
1. to provide intere s t i ng and valuable opportunities 
fo r each i ndiv idual to appraise his own progr ess. 
2. to sat i sfy a desire for a more thorough understand-
il~ of the indi vidual pupil. 
1. Sachs, G. ·y. "Evaluation in the Soc ial Studies" 
Education, Volume 66: 465, March, 1946. 
2. Mi chael i s, :r. w., "Current Practices in Evaluat i on 
i n City School Sys tems, "Educa~ional and Psycho-
l ogical Measurement , 9: 18 , Spr~ ng , 1949. 
3. Bruner , H.B., Evans , · H.I~., Rutchcroft, c. R. 
'I 
Wei ting, c. M., Wood, H. B., ,!bat Q.:!g_ .. Schools fi£!l 
'reach i ng, Bureau of ·publications , Teacher s Col lege, 
Columbia Univers i ty, New Yor k , 1941, P• 213 , Appendi 2r:. 
3. to provide a basis :for intelligent e.nd continuous 
modification of ~earni~ procedures to meet individ-
ual differences in abilities and needs of pupils. 
4. to determine the extent to which the accepted object-
ives of education are being achieved. 
. 1 - -
Sullivan, in evaluating workbook exercises for develop-
ing or~ recall, fouud in her research t~t an .. attempt _:t;o 
recall stimulates an active rather than passive attitude 
toward learning. Kelty agrees in essence with this state-
ment wben she wrote; 
At first cllildren are · complacent; they s e.tisfy 
themselves · too easily. · Later, as a result of 
training, they become more· exacting with ·them 
selves. · They accept responsi bili t;y· for testing 
their o~~ learning.2 
The training referr~d to is explained b,r her statement; 
The ability to find e.nd t::;i ve· a compre1~nsi v e · 
e,nswer· to · a· ·compi''ehe~~sive· q_u.·e·stio'n ·consti'tues 
a stage in learning~;· . Children have to be 
trained in this ability.3 
le SUll'iva.h, . C~ A., "An Ev'aluation· of" Workb-ook Exercises 
for -Developing- oral. Recall in Grade· Tbree~• 
uilpub·llshed Service Paper; lbston University, 
School of Education 1948, P• 
. • ' . .. ...... , ! .• 
2. Kelty, ll. G-. -, . ~ Li!farnipg and · Teachi!lS History in the 
Mi~~le ~rade~,q_inn and C~·- • 1936, P• 59. 
3. Ibid,, P• 58. 
8 
Monograph :/ 4 of the San Diego City SchoolsJ. ste.tes 
that in ev aluat ing t r"eir own work children are actually 
even though unconsciously, setting up standards of be-
havior and performanc e which are v aluable to them. 
From these statements it can be assumed that evaluation 
s erves as a process of apprais}.ng the value of the scho ol 
program and as a means of he lping children to gain increa.s-
ing benefits from t he time and energy spent in tee.ching 
and lee.:rning. 
Importanc e of Evaluation i n Soc ial St ud i es. - - Social 
studies , V'!ith all its possib ilitie s as a c olorf ul and in-
teres t ing subject for teaching and learning, has been 
undergoing a rigorous evaluation b.Y r esearchers on chi dren ' s 
school i nterests. The results are not encouraging. 
In e, s tudy of fifth grade subject pref erences c arried 
em under tbe d i rec tion of vr. r.inwood Chase2 i nv estige,ting 
the fe,vorite s tudies of 15,833 children, it was found tbat 
soc i a l studies took sixth :ple,ce in the pref erences of the 
children reporting. :1Telson , 3 i n h is resec..rch on pupil 
:preferences, found that social studies was t l,e le ast liked of 
1 . Curriculum Monograph Number 4, "Living in our City, " 
Elementa.l7 Sc hoo l Series , Second Edition, Ss,n Diego 
City Sc ho ols , San Diego, Ca.lifornia, 1938-9, P• l?a 
2. 1\[e.nuscript to be published in Element s.rr_Sc ho ol 
J"ournal, Fall , 1949. 
3. }.Telson, M. H. , Fu-oil ' s Preferences of Courses in 
t he Sixth Grade , unpublished Jiias t er ' s Thesis, Ebs t on 
University, 1948, p . 
9 
all neces8-
arily follow that all grades would show the sgm~ results, 
but one of the findings of Nelson's study was that children 
seam interested in a subject where it is possible to see a 
finished product. 
Many teachers choose social studies as their favorite 
subj eot to teach. The pupils of some of these ·same teachers 
. . - ''1 
were used in the .fifth grade preference study. Wolffer was 
. . . 
-interested in trying to trace down wey there was ei~ther 
- - ~ .. 
indifference or dislike ~n the part of children toward 
... 
-
studying social studies when there was a preference for 
teaching of the subje~t on the part of the teachers. 
He made a study -of all available 11 terature written 
by experts i'll tlle _ ~ield on good techn~ques and practices 
the 
used in social studies materials. This list was reYiewed 
• o; • " 
and revised by a commdttee oi two professors in Boston 
University and three graduate students. In this list were 
provisions for evaluating pupil progress undor tlle he<:MA.ings 
"Awareness ot· success and Improvement, • and "Guida.nc~ ... 
In classes where pupils indicated a preferen~e or a 
liking for the social studies (called 'Higi l Rated' classes) 
it was found that the teachers used a careful program for 
evaluating. In classes where social studies was not the 
favorite subject(listed as 'Low Rated' classee) inadequate 
evaluation progrrums were used. 
1. Wo1ffer, w. A., Techniques and Practices in -Twenty 
Social Studies Cla.s·ses • unpublished Ma&ter' s Thesis, 
Boston Universit~ 1948 • 1. 
lO 
ll 
========~======~~~~~=wa=wsu"mmMMar,y~~-c~-~~~~~hb~be pr~r~~~e~~Aw-~===9F======== 
. ·-- .. - .. 
two points of evaluation· in the twenty classes studied b,y 
.. l 
Wolffer in his research. 
Awareness of Success and Improvem~t 
Class 
High Rated Low Rate ' 
Individual progress chart 7 l 
Report Cards 10 10 
. ' 
Verbal recognition by teacher 10 10 
Verbal recognition b,y class 8 l 
Frequent testing 10 6 
Interprets test material to children 10 2 
. l 
Guidance 
Check dailY work 
Compare work with standards 
Criticize own work 
Check and evaluate 
Informal testing 
l. Ibid. P• 150. 
2. Ibid, P• 152. 
own conclusions 
C1ass 
High Rated Low Rate 
10 7 
10 0 
9 0 
. . 
10 0 
. ' . ' 
10 10 
=======+====================================================~~-----
In bis conclusion Wolffer makes this statement; 
Bec·ause the~ social studies have proved so 
generallY unpopular With chi-ldren in o\U"· 
elementary scho-ols·, we are seriously cr.IS.ll-
engea· to widespread adoption of · the proven 
techniques and practlces which will r ·evi t~ 
a.lize· the teaching program and claim pupil-
acceptance of the social studies. l 
~ . . . . . 
This conclusion and the conclusion drawn in Nelson's 
- - - ~· 
r _eport give g~~u~ds for the ~:t"emi_se that ~- c~e~_ul_ evS:l:uat~on 
p~o~ram _that_ wou~~- in~ica~e :progress _:to _ the child_ ~s !'ell_ ~!3 
to the teacher would result in greater satisfaction with the 
whole field of social studies. 
Criter~a Fo:r An Evalu~t~~~ P:rop;ram. ~~':'" p . ~ma.llenberg sets 
up basic processes for building an evaluation program. He 
- .. - 2 
advises the use of t he following steps; 
1. Formulate definite objectives. 
2. AnalYze objectives in terms of behaviors 
- -
involved. (Both teacher and pupil should 
know what the objective~ are. _) 
3. Selection or development of procedures for 
- . 
tbe collection of data. 
4. Summarize and interpret the data. Use results 
in diagnosing pupil's needs and to appraise 
progress. 
1. ~-- ll• 158 
2. Smallenberg, Harry, "Evaluating ·pupil Progress, •• 
Educational Leadership, 2&290-293, April, 1945. 
12 
==11====-=-===-+--~-
11 
The ssme steps are proposed in The Santa Barbara County 
1 
Program of Evaluation • 
1. Statement of objectives. 
2. Classification of objectives; 
- - . 
a. Develop concepts. 
b. Develop attitudes and appreciation;:;; . 
c. Develop skills and abilities. 
3. Collection of evidence. 
. - . 
4. ~nteryreta~.ion _and us~. ~f . e!~~enc!l.-
Stratmeyer and Bruner deterrilined · a Qr~ teria fo.r evaluat-
ing courses of study. They examined the courses in the light 
2 
of the following points. 
1. Points of strength. 
a. Clear statement of objectives. 
b. Provisions for individual differences. 
c. Material based on present condi_tio~s. 
2. Points of weakness. 
a. Bare outline. 
b. Standard of attainment too [l..igh fo~ the 
maj ?ri ty of children. 
The above points could serve as a guide in building an 
I evaluation program. 
Santa ·:Barbara Count~ Program of EValuation; ·Develop;. 
ins Comepts,Attitu~es and Skil:rs-, Volume · a; Schauer 
Printing · studio, Inc., Santa Ba.rbara, California, 
1945, p.4. . 
-··· -.- ··-
I 
\ I .. 
13 
2. stratemeye:r,- F.; :s. ,Bruner, H.-:s. ,Rating Elementag · 
Scb.O·ol Courses of Study, Blree,u of Publication, 
====:J!=====--=~G:e>aege:-r=Gilumhi:a=t;J,n-l"~4~New=~l!-k-e~i-.tw"~-9--2:·o ~F/=;a==ll==-----
I 
I 
I 
Suggestions are made by various educators on the critera 
of building such a program. Bruner and others in What our 
·- -
.A:re T~.a.Q~BS' . discuss the validity of _a!f{_ ~orm of evaluation. 
They indicate that validity should be determined by examin-
. l 
ing the degree; 
1. to wbich the evaluation approximates natural 
situations. 
2. to which the individual accepts the need or 
purpose of eval.uation and participates and 
cooperates in the process. 
- -
3. to which the various aspects of behavior are 
evaluated in relationship t?_ other aspects of 
bebaviv:r· vi' ich emerge to iorm the whole 
experience. 
The authors recommend that; 
The-·evaluati·on proc·ess· should -incoporate a 
variety of teclmiqttes and should provide for 
pupil self.;.evaluation as· well as teacher 
appraisal of pupil's work. 2. 
• •• •• ¥ 
Russell stresses that; 
••• evaluation is important not on~- in 'an 
experimenta~ situation; it' fs closeJ.yre-
lated to the da37 by da3' work of the school. 3. 
. -
He feels that evaluation should be a cooperative outcome of 
the efforts of teacr~r and child. He warns that no class can 
assume group evaluation unless democratic procedures exist 
l. Bruner, ~B.,Evans,~M., BUtchcroft, C.R., Wieting, 
C.M., Wodd, H. B., What Our Schools Are Teaching, Eureau 
of :Publications, Teachers College, C l. • ~umbia University, 
New York City, 1941, P• 218, Appendix 
2. Jb;Lde P• 219 
14 
in a schoo1. 1 
"Evaluating Pupil Progress, 11 by Smallenberg explains 
that the program should contain certain characterist ics. 
The author urges that evaluation should be comprehensive 
enough to appraise all aspects of growtn. The evaluation 
process should be continuous, cooperative, descriptive, 
quantitative, and should place its greatest emphasis on 
growth. 
Russell sounds a warning in his article that; 
If the only emphasis in evaluat ion is on 
an essay-type or objective test demanding 
specific information, the teaching (in that 
s chool) will lead directly · and lnevite.ble 
to memorization of specific facts. 2 
. 3 
The lba.rd of Education of Rochester, N. Y., advises 
the use of two types of standards in building objectives. 
They favor the use of a qualitative standexd to determine 
how well a child develops in habits, attitudes, appreciations, 
. . 
and knowledge. The other standard is quantitative, to be 
used to measure how much ~ubject matter should be considered. 
1 . Ibid., P• 192 
2. Ibid., P• 184 
3. Course of Study, ·Objective I , Board of Education, 
Rochester, N. Y., January, 1938, P• 2. 
lJ R 
I 6JIA:PTER III 
! 
f 
:PROCEDuRE 
I As this treatise is designed for evaluation in t.he prim-
ar.Y grades, a phase of the second grade social studies 
j course of study was taken as the ~natrume~t for developing 
- - - - 1 . - . - . - 2 
the program. The Massachusetts and the City of Newton 
-Social Studies Outlines were used to establish a fa~!lY common 
subject with which to work. It was decided that "Community 
_Helpers" is taught in most s_e9o:nd greAes_ in t his stat.e • . 
After determining the bro.ad field in which to -work, it 
was found tha~ to _foll~:w" tbr_ough o:n a.:J-_1 _ c_ommu_ni ty hel~ers 
would be a prolonged and unnecessary procedure. The choice 
of workers was limited to the consideration of the t·ireman, 
policeman, and postman. The SP~e tecbuique~ were worked out 
for each of these helpers to show that each technique could { 
1 b_e adapted for most any unit taught in any of the primary 
I grades. 
In the preceding chapter, t~e ?uilding of an evaluation 
program was discussed. Certain characteristics were suggested 
-. -
and certain procedures were recommended. This evaluation plan 
was devised using these recommendations. 
1. Desmond, J'ohn.T.; J'r·. ·, SUllivan, p·. :r.-, .Beal, A • .B., 
A Curriculum Guide for Primarv Grade Teachers,Massachusett~ 
State Department of Education, Boston, Mass. 1948. 
~ • • • - · 0 o • R • 
2. Social Studies, :Primary Grades, Newt·on :Public Schools, 
Office of the Superintendent-, ?Iewtonville, Mass., 1945. 
- 16-
r 
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_ Objectives.-- .fhe_ fi~st ~tep agreed upon by more than 
one educator was the setting up of objectives. · In this study 
the use of two standards is practiced in the evaluation 
- - ' .. .. - . . . 
techniques, but the ~ntangibles, so desirable in the growth 
·, 
of the crrlld, were not listed in the understandings to be 
. . -
evaluated. The intangibles are treated in each technique. , / 
- - . - ' - -
The measure o_f this tYJ;>e _ o'! growth is determined most aeon-
-·-·--·-- - · - ··· · · ... 
rately by observing _a child'S. behavior. under all conditio~s_, _ 
and comparing this behavior with the child's former attitude. 
. . - . -
Lists were made of the concrete understandings that 
• -. • ... # 
children in the second grade might be expected to absorb 
during a study of each of the subjects. There is no aug-
- . . 
gestion given on how to teach these understandings, but it 
is reasonable to expect that children w~ _ hav_e_ ~~en e:x:p~s_ed 
to the units in a teaching progrsm will have encountered each 
of :the items included in the lists. 
Some of the details in the understandings given will 
va:ry in different cotmnUni ties. For_ example, __ a bydr.ant i _s . 
yellow in one community, but is painted red or green in anoth 
- -
Rural delivery is common in one place and not in another. 
Such details can be adjusted. 
The understandings in 6$Ch subject were listed under 
comprehensive beadings with the related facts necessary for 
guaging the degree to which the child has understood the 
basic facts. The evaluating techniques do not attempt to 
include all these understandings in each case, but all the 
! facts have been treated in at least one or more techniques 
I 
in the_ pr~~r~ 
Techniaues.-- ~~~~!~six differenct w~s of dete~in~ng 
u~~erstan~ings we:t"~. li~~~d- with a very brief annotation for 
each. This list does not exhaust the possible methods that 
. . . - ~ - ~- . .. . . - - . ~ - .... 
could be __ em:ployed to det_ermi_ne _the child' s _ ~~!llPrehension 
of a subject, but the number used was s~fficien~ large to 
deal with in this study. 
Observation on the part of the teacher · is perhaps th!3 __ 
most c~mmo~ ~orm_ of_ te~_bniqu~_ used b.Y all_ tea~~rs. It is 
the form used a_lmos~ constan_tly tbroughout ~he day. Some 
of the techniques included here are purelY observation~ 
. .. . - - .. - . ... . -- .. . "' ~ .. - - . . . .. .... - .... . - -·- .... - - .. --- . ' .... 
but suggestions were made in these cases of w~~t to con-
eider and situations were recommended whereb,y understanding 
• ' • • ••• ~ •·• •· .... o ' ' I • ' • 
on the part of the c:b..ild was necessary to carry out success-
- - - . -- - .. 
fully the project set up by the teacher. 
- . .. - . ' 
Each technique on the list is discussed in detail from 
two angles, the qualitative and the quantitative. The 
- . 
qualitative aspect consists of a series of questions to 
.. . . - . . - - - - . . . -
be considered b,y the teacher in evaluating the growth in 
.. - ~ - . - ., 
attitudes and skills of each child. Each class presents 
a __ different P!Obl_~m for developing _ d_f3sira?~e !Iabi~~' ~~ere-
fore many a teacher may find that she would have to con-
centrate on developing attitudes quite different from the 11 
ones listed in this study. 
The quantitative aspect of the evaluation techniques 
II 
a 
suggests poselible situa~ions which mey" be set up for measur-
ing the . unde.rstan_dings or concepts developed in the teac~ing 
program. Wherever materials are suggested for t he children's 
u_se, ~amples of_ wh~~ a.r.e given to the children are worked out 
and included here in the same form they would be in when 
given to the class. 
_Interpretation and Use of Evidence.-- Obviously, the 
interpretation of tbe results of this program would be a 
highly individualized job for each teacher. The program 
has attempted to include techniques which would reach a l l 
- -
types of children. It is not expected that every technique 
set forth in this study would be used on every child in a 
given classroom, or t hat in every situation the same results 
would occur. Each teacher, knowing her class and her teacl~ 
ing program, would know best how to interpret the reactions 
to each technique. 
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CHAPTER IV 
UNDERSTANDINGS TO 1E EVALUATED 
The understandings to be evaluated in the tl'1..ree units 
considered in this study are arranged under broad headings. 
Under each heading is listed the facts that would contribute 
to the child's grasp of the main ideas. In the previo~~ - _ 
chapter it was suggested that as attitudes and_ ~kills VaJ!Y 
in different cle.sses, eaci1 teacl:J.er would f'ind it desirable 
to concentrate on the requirements of her class. Therefore 
the understandings included here deal entire~ with the 
quantitative aspect of each unit. 
FIRE:MAN 
1. Firemen work to protect us and our homes. 
) Firemen work to save lives. 
' ) 
, I <. 
Tpey know_how ~~- help p~ople who are hurt. 
They pu~ out fi!e~. 
Firemen are alw~s rea~ to fight fires. 
v They keep their equipment in good order at 
all times. 
They keep healthy so that they are always 
" " 
ready to fight fires. 
v They wear rubber clothes to keep dry. 
~The,y wear metal hats to protect their heads 
from sparks and falling debris. · 
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v · There are firemen on duty all the time. ===r== 
I Some fi'remen work during the day. I 
II Some firemen work during the night. 
II They go through a training course to learn 
!I how to be firemen. 
II 
l1 ~~ n. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
·I 
'· 
Firemen live at home when not on duty. 
They have a familY• 
Firemen and fire equipmen~ are in the fire stations. 
There are several fire stations in our city. 
Fire engines are in fire stations. 
Not all fire stations have the same type 
fire engines. 
Wben there is a big fire, several stations 
send out engines. 
Fire engines take the firemen to fires. 
v' Fire engines ?~ry ~qui~me~t. 
v- They have hoses for big fires. 
vThey have extinguishers for small fires. 
- . . ., 
They 
.. ~ar-q long nozzles with handles to 
use on the hoses. 
They carry medicine kits. 
v Some engines ca:rry ladders for fires in 
high places. 
vThey carry a:x:e s and picks for firemen to 
use in fighting fires. 
I 
II 
I. 
II 
I 
I j 
I 
·; 
They have a siren and a red blinker to 
warn people to get out of the w~. 
They carr,y search lights for night1fires. 
Firemen work in the fire station. 
V Night firemen sleep in beds on the second floor 
. .. 
of the station. 
~· They arrange their clothes and boots so 
that they can dress quickly in case of 
fire. 
../ They slide down a pole when they want to 
reach the street floor in a hurry. 
Firemen work to keep the station and engines in 
good_ condit~_on • 
./.The fire alarm gong rings in the sta.tiion. 
A ticker tape tells which box is sounding the 
alarm. 
Firemen know where the fire is b,y the fire 
signal. 
There is a switchboard at the central station 
to take telephone calls. 
- - . .. . . . ~ . 
III. Some fire equipment can be seen on the street. 
v The fire alarm box is used to tell firemen there 
is a fire. 
v- The box is on a pole. 
v The box ia painted red • .. 
It has a glass door with a lever inside. 
c=====lb=-----
. .. 
i 
I. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I IV. I 
When you pull the lever a signal sounds in the 
fire station. 
Each alarm box has a different number. Fire-
men can tell b.Y reading a map, where the fire 
signal is coming from • 
...... A hydrant is used for water in fighting fire. 
/ . It ~.as three faucets to connect with the fire-
men's hoses. 
The hydrant is connected with the water supply. 
~drants are near the curbing along the street. 
. - - - .. ~ ~. - -
our hydrants are painted yellow so that they 
are easily seen. 
We have fire drills in school. 
We learn to leave school quickly and safely. 
We keep our tongues still so that we can hear 
directions. 
We walk so that no one will get hurt. 
POLICEMAN 
I. Policemen protect peopl~ and property. 
Policemen make us obey the law. 
Laws are rules people make that tell us what 
is wrong. Anything that will hurt people or 
the tnings they own, is wrong. 
There are policemen on duty all the time. 
Some policemen work during the d~. 
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Some policemen work during the night. 
Yen and women go to a police school to learn how 
to do police work. 
-Some policemen walk up and down streets • 
.., . . .•. . ... 
These policemen watch for any trouble on the 
' streets and are rea~ to come to the help of 
people who live along those streets. 
- . . . 
Folicemen look in store windows at night to 
. . - .. ~ - . 
s~~ ~~at_ eye~thing ~s_ al~ rig?t• 
Folicemen test the doors of all business places 
. during the night • 
.. , .. -
v- Folicemen watch over the houses of people who 
are away to see that everything is all right. 
\...-These policemen wear blue uniforms. 
. . -
v They wear a badge on their coats. 
. . . . . -. , . 
v They wear a police ~t with a badge. 
They carry a gun to help them keep ord~r. 
These policemen report to the police station 
. . . 
at definite times. 
. . . - . 
v They use a police telephone which is a 
blue box on a pole along the street. The 
box opens with a key. 
. . ·---
~- Some policemen drive or ride in a police car. 
These policemen come to the help of the 
walking policemen if they are needed. 
They g·o over many streets watcbing for 
trouble. 
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The police car has a two w~ radio. 
The men in the car can talk to the men 
in the police station. 
The men in the :police station can talk 
to those in the car. 
A police o.ar goes to all fires. 
v· The men help direct traffic.· 
\ .. / T_h:eY_ !'.a~ch_ o!_er the p~_a.c_e _on fire to 
see that no one does unnecessary harm. 
They find out what caused the fire. 
h • • • •• • • 
A police ear checks up on all accidents. 
v · T~_e m_ep. __ he~p _ :p~~ple !7ho_ ar~ _ hurt. 
v They find out what caused the accident. 
···· · -· -
J They stop cars. to le_t :people cross. 
The pol~ee department makes lines on the streets to 
tell people where to cross. 
.. . . 
The :police department :puts up traffic_ lights~ The 
../ color of the lights tells us wl'l..at 1re must do. 
~ The police department puts up signs that tell bow 
fast cars may go. 
.. 
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III. Folicemen are our friends. 
v'-They help us find our way if we get lost • . 
They tell us how to find the street we want. 
They take care of lost children until they 
. . ' -
find the children's parents. 
They help us find things that are lost or stolen. 
They help us find lost :pets. 
. . .I 
They help us find s.tolen bicycles, skates, etc 
They help sic~ _an~ . injured_ :pec:>:Ple. 
Policemen know ·first aid. 
. -· -
The . P()l~c~. dep~tm,ent . ~.s_ a . ~s:pi t_al _ ~~ulance 
that carries people to the hospital when 
needed. 
A police car takes sick :people home if they are 
needed. 
Policemen live in a home of their own. 
They have a familY • 
They live as we do. 
POSTMAN 
I. ,/ ··The postman delivers mail to our homes. 
He delivers letters. 
He delivers magazines. 
Ee delivers small :packages. 
. .... . 
F~ lives in a house with his familY. 
A city :postman wears a uniform. 
I 
,/ A 
He walks from house to house. 
He carries a bag over one shoulder. 
He has a key for opening storage boxes. 
He has a key for opening mail se.cks. -
country postman drives from one place to another. 
He does not a~w~s wear a uniform. 
He uses his own car for delivering mail. 
He collects the mail as well as delivers it . 
His mail is called rure~ free delivery. 
He sells stamps and weighs packages for . 
mailing. 
He delivers all kinds of mail. 
II. ,, ·The mail truck carries the mail. 
It picks up letters from mail boxes and takes them 
to the post officen 
It delivers packages. 
It briugs mail to the tre,ins . 
It brings bundles of letters to storage boxes for 
the mailman to refill his bag. 
.. . 
III. vi The post office handles the mail. 
Yen work in the post office. 
They sell stamps. 
They weigh packages to tell how much the 
postage will be. 
- ... . ..... 
They make out forms · for mailing money. 
I 
II 
r 
I 
I 
- I 
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They sort the mail and put it in different 
:I 
j' 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
boxes depending on where the mail is going. 
They put the sorted mail into bags called sacks. 
The post office has equipment for ~elping people. 
It has r ows of boxes for people who pick up 
their mai~. 
It has machines for canceling stamps. 
It has windows where you may go for service. 
It has slots where you m~ mail letters. 
j[ It has desks where you me¥ write. 
II rT. Mail travels in different ways • 
I 
I 
I 
./Air mail travels by plane. 
/ 
v Some mail travels by trein. 
/ some mail travels 
I 
by mail truck. 
Some mail travels _ o/ __ boat~ 
:Mail going out of our c~untry may go by boat. 
. ' 
:Mail going to isls.nds go by boat. 
There are different kinds of mail boxes. 
Boxes for letters are small. They have a small flap. 
Boxes fDr packages are large and have large flE~.ps. 
Mail boxes have doors that open with keys. 
Some mail boxes have no flaps but are used for 
storage. 
Country mail boxes are used for both sending and 
receiving mail. 
TECHNIQUES OF EVALUATING 
The tecbniques to be developed are arranged below with 
I a brief annotation for each. Tbe development of each tee~ 
II nique will be carried out in detail further on in the chapter. 
I 
11 Maey of the everyda¥ si tuati. one common in primary grade cle.ss-
t 
i 
,./1 7 I • 
'I 
II 
11
8
• 
I 
I 
have been used .as instruments of evaluation. 
Dramatization--playing games of make believe, making and 
acting out plays. 
Reading and following directions on paper--determining 
comprehension of written directions. 
Listening and then following directions of paper--deter-
- - ·- . 
ming how well child understands and follows oral 
direction. 
Collecting pictures--organizing pictures according to 
phases of study, choice of pictures. 
Illustrating on paper--use of different media to express 
understandings. 
Making lantern slides--organizing facts to make a stor,y 
in pictures. 
Making stories to go with lantern slides--may be a 
wri~ten or or~l expression of underwtandings. 
Making models--demonstrating awareness of shape and 
comparative sizes. 
~~· =============== 
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9. Find and showing of books dealing with the subject--demon-
strates carry over interest. II 
I 
lj 10 • . :Making simple maps of limited area showing directions and 
I 
il 
I' 
locations-- relation of one familiar object with 
another. 
I! 
1
: ll. v. Formal oral question and e.nswer.•-use of questions in-
.1 volving reasoning. 
!1 12. Reading question and writing answer--involves selection 
I and copying. ~~ 13. Letter writing--asking for information, making arrange-
! 114. 
I 
115. 
I 
li 17. 
II 
I' •. 
' 1 • 
II . 
I 
I 19. 
120. 
L 
r-
r 
I 
ment for trips ,etc. 
Informal discussion--questions raised by children and 
answers given by other children. 
Rl1Ythmic activity--interpretations worked out by children. 
studied. 
:Planning and ma,king a recording--brings in understanding 
of sounds. 
Vocabule~y--usage of words peculiar to the subject under 
study. 
Observation--testing in discussion what was seen, where, 
and wby. 
Selecting and reading aloud suitable stories or inform-
ation--pupil's judgement of appropria.te material. 
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1
• 21. Use of pupil-teacher techniques--one child helnJ:s another 
I 
in gaining information. 
I 22e Pupil-planning--what they will do, why,and how. 
23. Conversations overheexd--the ideas of children and how 
they express them. 
Reports from home--parent 's comments on what child talks 
about at home. 
25. Keeping a diary--class makes record of each day's work. 
26 . Listening and then following directions (not on paper)--
involves ability to discriminate. 
Each technique will be developed in two forms. The first 
form will be qualitative, where suggestions will be me,de for 
appraising each child's growtll in definite attitudes and 
skills. The second form will be quantitative, where concrete 
11 understandings are necessary for the successful completion 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
of the activity. 
TECBNIQ,UE 1: DRAMATIZATION 
Q,uali tati ve 
Making a play 
1. Rave the children accurate itl!Qrmation? 
2. Eave they good speech habits? 
I! 
r 
I 
I 
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Have they good ideas of presentation? 
6. Are they willing to listen to the ideas of the other 
children? 
7. Do they take suggestions? 
B. Do they use judgement in deciding wha.t to include 
and what to leave out? 
9. Can they work well together? 
10. Be.ve they shown improvement in all these things 
over what they have done in prey.ioue units. 
In making a pltzy, greater understandings will 
be developed if no attempt is made to write and 
. . ·- ~ . ' .. . . - - - . 
memorize lines. If the children think about the 
. -
sequence of the ideas in tbe pl~ and use free 
expression in the rehearsals, the :final result 
will be more natural and valuable. 
DRAMATIZATION 
g,uanti tati ve 
1. J?layi ng the game of "IF". 
Pass sliliB to the children on which is written a 
short story • Each child reads the story and then tells 
what he would do if the story were true about him. 
(See sample stories _ on next_ p~~~-·) _ . The childre? _ sbol:l.ld 
be encouraged to show by pantomine each thing they des-
. - . . - .. . - .. . ~ . 
1 cribe so that a be t ter judgemant could be made of their 
r 
II 
il 
II 
' 
II 
I 
il 
cor:ceiJts ~ The reacttons of e?.ch c hil d will differ r;,ccorct-
ing t o the unders ta,nd i ng of that child. 
I 
2. Playing "LET' s J?P.ET:EliD 11 11 
Either whisper to e ach c hild what he is to pretend to l1 
be, or let him decide for himself what to be. 
Ee will make the others guess who he is and vvhat he is 
doing by his actj.ons, sounds,. etc . 
Suggestions :--
F i remen 
1. Firemcm putting out a big J:O • .1. 1re. 
2. F irer.a.cm ++ . pu ... ... 1ng out Ct STP.al l f ire. 
3. Fireman cleaning the engine . 
4. Fireu1an climbing a ladder. 
5. Fir eman screwine; a. hose to the hydrant . 
6. Ringing i n c.n alarmo 
Policeman 
1 . A p olic "'mcm direc ting tr aff i c 
2. A polic emc:.n r:1aking e, telephone report. 
3. A :police 1an t a l k i n_g to the s t atio .• f rom a 
:prowl c ar . 
4. A pol ic etlan t e,k i ng care of a little ooy v!ho 
is lost. ( takes t wo) 
5. A policeman walking his beat. 
I 
I 
6. A policeman stopping a s:peeding car. \ 
I 
I 
'I 
==r-~-
'1 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
!j 
.I 
II 
I 
., 
II 
II 
l 
I II 
·I 
Postman 
1. A postman delivering mail. 
a. In the city. 
b. In the country. 
2. ~ing different kinds of stamps. 
3. Sorting the mail. 
4. Driving the mail truck. 
3• Playing "Fire Engine.• 
Enc.o~~~!' . _ children to name the differet:lt . ~Y:Pe~ of 
cars and engines that go to a fire • . Divide children into 
groups such as •Fire Chief," •Hook and Ladder, • "Power 
Truck,• etc. 
Have one c~ld call out the name of one of the 
groups. Those children race each other to a designated 
goal. First one there wins for his team. At the end of 
- - - . - . ., -· - ~ 
the gsme, let all winners race to see who is the fastest 
runner.-,. 
4. Playing "Traffic Cop• • 
. .. 
Children lllS\Y' name certain makes of cars. Divide the 
children into groups gi ving each group a name such as 
. - . . . .. . .. ~ .. -
"Chrysler ," 11 Buick", etc. Appoi nt a traffic officer. The 
officer calls the name of a gr oup. That group runs from 
one spot on the playground across to another. If any one 
- . 
goes of f the boundaries set along the wa:y or bumps into 
anyone i n bis hur ry to be fi r st over the line the offi cer 
puts him out of the game. 
If the officer calls 11 stop" those who do not stop 
at once are out of the game. If the officer signals "stop" 
with his hand, those who do not stop are out. The offic er 
may stop the c?..rs as maey times as he wishes. After every-
one has had a, cbanc e Jco run, a new officer is cl::osen. 
5. :Flayir..g 11 COI.J:ECT :I1\G TEE: liiAIL" 
Children may be divided into groups , each group 
given a ns.me such as "Special Delivery, 11 "Air Mail , 11 etc. 
One child will try to see how many letters be can get. He 
will call a group , which will race from one end of the 
playground to the other. Each one he tags counts as one 
letter for his score. After he ras called all groups, 
a new collector is chosen. 
TECIDITQ.UE 2 - RE.ADI}lt AND FOLJ...OWiliJG DlF.ECTIONS OliJ PAJ?:P..R 
gualitative 
1 . Have the children increased in their ability to follow 
direct ions? 
2. Do they do accur-a.te wo rk? 
3. Do they work careful~? 
4. Do they show interest in finishing their work? 
\ 5~ Do they understa,nd what they read? 
~~ !l,Uant i tati ve 
J . 1. Compl~tion. 2. Association between '.-70rd and picture. 
--- 1,----
1 
I 
I 
I! 
II 
I! 
.I 
I' 
II 
,, 
! 
I 
I 
I 
1\ I, 
., 
1. 
!I 
I 
I! 
II 
II 
3. Drawing directions. 
~. Organizing words. 
5. Organizing ideas. 
6. Arranging ideas in a stor,y. 
- -· · 
7. Cutting and pasting. 
a. Mutiple choice. 
Samples of each of the quantitative methods are shown on 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
the following pages. Each sample is worked out in the same I 
w~ for each of the community helpers being studied. 
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~OlA o..v-e. ~ ~\rr;; v'V\Cil l'j , 
ljol.A htt.ve. o V"\ 
Ct · ~ire VYI"-.V'l ~ · c....Lot£.,~ 
Tell wl-.~+ th,·n5~ 
~O<..A ha..ve.. o n,t 
lj o \..\ CL r- e a.. ~ ,· r e.. rn cH) • 
l.do(..l (k)ov-{< a+ V\'ah t 
tjou CL r e. ci_~lee..p if\ beol 
I.(Jh er. Cl.. ~ a...let v tv\ r i ~ 
-re..(} e..ve...v-t\ rhiVl~. 1 ~ 0 l,.t (.c.,l ou.-td ao I 
llldo~ drive (A \'\vr-~ eV\aine, . bto v.. Q. v- • o f'\ ~ o ~.ot v- wo.,j io a.. ~iV"e, 
. l.,.e. l\ 1.4~ h a.. t ~ o u... wo~d 
d 0 i"'e Vu-'0.. Y 1"\ P e_op (e., 
. \ . ~ 
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...,..- II I ~ I 
I I';~.H Y1 0 <--(..) tl 0 l A_ ,< ~::..e.p I 
s·h'OI't~ Q,l')d h e~tll-~ .t-1.1 d ~' I 
____________ :·--·'<-~-~~-- ~--·· · ···--' 
\h~,f1t~~ ~~~~-·.-·· -·· - -, 
I i\-. e. v e. a..Ye. n "' houses ~"" r. 
11, evt.. ·, ~ Ct~'"'\ o_lo..rm 
box n ec.t.\,.. 1:\ 1 
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Technique I 
~01.4 wa..'C\-'r -\-o c.. YO!I!) 
. ~ b l..l ~ ~ 6 ~ y <: e.. t, 
'T "'ere C~-v-e. fr&~. t'' c;.. 
I. I,·~ h t~ or'\ r\,e. c.oV'v\er, T ~u ~ve.v-~ t h i n ~ I tt"~ w~l\ &o, 
~o l.l o..re Jv-\vl 'f\~ a... COY\ 
'& ou ~ e e. \-\.\1 ., ~ .:> 
-\-h(;lt t ~ l\ ~'1 0 {.( i .. _ ho t./'J -\-o cr r (·~,-e, . 
l ~ e..U s {) m e.. · t-h I "'~,:) . (jo ~ ..; e..<: • . . __ _._,.,.____ "* 
n i it\\~ do~ ·~ \o't>t , 
~OI.A ~\\'"\d. ~e. cl~, 
H-ow w~\l L.(Oc..( +'i~cl 
\J ~ e. o w n e. Y'? 
\ eH e<.Je"' ~.rr~ ,·Y! ~ 
jo~ u.>\ll ~o , 
~(!~. cu·e GL ·ha~t<.. o~\c.er, 
ld oc.A Gt.,. e... ~<.llo r- {( i b"~ ~ 
\ n ·G\. ~ (,(1. ~ ~ s ~ ~ u. v-e ~ 
Te.U evetr~ \t,~'n~. ~o~ do~ 
1~) o v~ d. ( \\.) ~ ~ p-ohce cur; 
'd Ot.-l h e_{;(.r" a_. ~ot.J CL ~\ 'Yi! 
Ofl +~c.. '-~r ~io~ 
l{ot.4'~ c;. C> f.o ·{-h c:.. ~\ rt:\ 
'~ u . ~U ~u~--r~~h\n~~ · J 
~ 0 1..4.. '·"··)t \l do. 
. -----
~o tA.. a..v e w e.a.. '~" ~~ v\~ 
~ ~ 0 \ \ t.. c:... u. 1'\ t ~~~ y- I')' 
feJ{ ""'"''"~ {-(.,; "~ · l_~} =-=.:~~:~10~ 
·• .. r: 
yov. h a. ,;e. Wri He. " Q I e. He. f; 
~ow. ~o.ue. . ru+ \  i Vl ' ' . 
+he.. · e.n ve.lo~e .' , 
le.\l ~ver~ +~in~ ~o ~ 
wou\d · pu\ .on th~ eoc.~J 
you. wa.r\* to 6c.nc.\ a.. '3 i ~\ 
·. 4-o" ~ "~ienl. , · · : 
~ov. ·do · ~'\()~ · \<.n6~/ ~o~ . 
.m C\ Y'\ ~ · ~ \u tv\ f ~ .. ~ o u~~ · 
-rd \ hou.J 'iio\4; wo....,lc{ +inc{ 0'-41' 
'1pc..A UX>'C"\{. ~ n the.. r~t o~,,e, 
l~~. /,(i ~ o ri fh, ma.\ ~, 
~j~ 
lel~ hQw ~o v. ,s,o~+ 
+h e.. m~i l\ 
~oY o y~;,. C\.. ?o~\ mc.n) 
,) ou. ~A6l ~ c.\e.\\vt!,'f t~ 
·._J 
all ·~t. ·M..,,.\\ \ (\ "loiA.'f ~5 & 
I ~ ··~- H ht ! ··_: L. t; '.& ~. y;; 1 ~ 
' I \.:J { 
I . .. !' . •I •.•· l' 
... 
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Dramatization 
--· ·-· ----·-;.:;.:._ __ _ 
. ~ou wo~rK i f1 +he. Fo:J o~\,·c.q . 
: ~o"" . ~{.o.n,~ Utnt e.:{ rno.r ks 
on I~·H-e~ ~. · . 
r~u ~h"-"'\· . +-~~ (.({nt"e( 
· ~~~" K ri nh. 0(1 1\.e \ei{e 
~ou. a.vc. Q.. po~i m(t()• 
'do~ htiu~ 0. bi~ ~Cl~im,·r\t · 
. :. :, . hol.t~'f. ·on ~ocA..- rou-\..! t 
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TECHNIQ,DE 3 - LISTEl~TI'fG .AND TEEN JroLIDWING 
DIRECTIONS ON PAPER 
QuaJ.itative 
1. Does each child listen quietly and carefully? 
2. Does he wait for full directions before going to work? 
3. Does he ask intelligent questions if he does not under-
stand directions? 
5. Is he interested in f inishing his work? 
g,ua:ntitati ve 
~. Dra~ng directions. 
Firemen 
Make a picture of the fire station. Show the 
engine coming out. 
b. Policeman 
1. Make a picture of a policeman. Have him 
directing traffic. 
c. Postman 
1. Make a picture of a country postman. Have him 
putting mail in a country mailbox. 
2. Listening to stories sLnd then finding a picture to 
illustrate the stor.y. 
On the following pages are stories and the pictures to 
go with them. 
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I SUggestions to the teacher 
a. Fass out the paper showin~ the pictures to illust-
rate the stories. 
b. Instruct the children: 
1. To listen to each story. 
th . t that 1, At the end of each story choose e p1c ure 
II 
'I 
Write the number of the story under the picture. '1 
Do a,ny coloring that they are told to do in the lj 
will go with the story. 
story. 
Listen to the next story, etc. 
TECHNIQUE - 3 - THE STORIES TO BE READ 
FIREMAN 
1. Mary was alone in t~..e house. 
SuddenlY she smelled smoke. 
She found that a fire had started in the ki to ben. 
The fire was getting bigger. 
Find the picture that will show what you think Mary did. 
2. Wben there is a fire in a house, there is a great deal 
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il 
of smoke. 1 
Firemen clear the house of smoke as soon as possib1e. j
1 
When the smoke bas a chance to get out of the house, the 
firemen can see the t·ire. 
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Sometimes firemen have to break windows, or make a l~ le 
in the roof to let out the smoke. 
Find a picture to show what firemen use to make a hole to 
- - - . - ~ - . 
let out the smoke. 
~. Firemen use many different kinds of hose. 
- - . - ·- -- - ~ . - - - . ... .. 
At the end of each hose is a nozzle. 
One type of nozzle has handles on each side. 
Firemen can hold and turn the nozzle easilY by using the 
hamles. 
Find the nozzle with a handle on each side. 
1 4. Some fires are not very lsxge, although they mBY make a 
great deal of smoke. 
Firemen do not use a hose on small fires. 
The,y do not need very much water to put out a small fire. 
Firemen use an extinguisher to put out a small fire. 
Find an extinguisr~r. 
3. Firemen need a great deal of water to fight a big f i r e. 
T11ey must have water near o.y. 
A11 along t he street you can see something that firemen 
use when they need water. 
-- -
Find t he pict ure that s bows where firemen get wat er for 
a big fire. 
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TECHNIQ,UE 3 - THEl STORIES TO BE RE.AD 
POLICEMAN 
Officer Land is walking his beat. 
He looks at his watch. 
===1!*1=== 
11 
I 
It is time for him to call the station to report on how II I 
everything is on his beat. 
Find and color. the picture that shows where he will 
telephone. 
Be sure to use the correct color. 
Little Totmny Simms went shopping with bis mother 
He stopped to look at some toys. 
When he had looked a while he turned back toward his 
mother. 
She was not there. 
He did not know how to get home. 
Find someone who will help him. 
Mary wants to cros s the busy street. 
She kno\vs how to cross safely. 
She is waiting for the correct colors on the traffic 
Find the light and put in the colors that will tell 
her to cross. 
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L. Mr. Rand was driving his car. 
He is a careful driver. 
He aJ.ways watches signs. 
Find a sign that tells how fast Mr. Rand may go. 
Officer Bell directs traffic. 
He st~nds on a busy corner. 
There are no traffic lights on this corner but Officer 
J?ell has something that he uses that helps him. 
He uses it when he wants cars to stop. 
Find something he uses. 
~ 
II 
Tec hn i que 3: P i ctures f or s tories 
P oliceman 
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TEC HNI Q,UE 3 - THE STORIES TO Bill READ 
POST.M:AN 
M"r . Hammond sorts the mail . 
He puts the mail into the right boxes. 
After he has sorted the mail, he puts the mail going out 
of town into mail sacks. 
Find where Mr . Hammond works. 
Mr. Ross is a postman. 
He walks from house to house delivering mail. 
When he has delivered all t h e mail in his bag, he must 
refill his bag. 
He does not go back to the post office. 
Find where he goes and color the picture. 
If a package is too big for a postman' s b~, he does not 
deliver it. 
Can you find what is used to deliver packages? 
Draw a little man in the picture. 
FJBve him carry a package. 
~ane does not live near the post office. 
- . -
She likes t o write -, o her friends. 
She mails her lett ers on the corner of her street. 
Find where she puts her letters. 
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The postman walks f'rom house to house delivering the 
mail. 
Some days he ca..rries magazines and newspapers in the 
mau. 
He bas something he uses to help him carry the mail • 
. - . . ' ... . . ~ - . - . 
Find what he uses and color it. 
,. " h •• ... . -- "' • - .. - - - ... - • , ; .. 
Be sure to use the correct color. 
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~CBNIQ,UE 4 - COLlECTING PICTURES 
1 Q.uali tative 
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1. Do the children use judgement in determining if the 
pictures they collect are_ app;ropri_e.te? 
Do they collect several pictures of different pba.ses 
of the subject, or do they bring in on~ obvious 
' . 
~bjects? For example; 
. - . . ' -
a. In ~ll~. _s_~dy- ~f'- ~.i.re:m_en, __ d() t~~Y b~~ng - i!l .. P~ctures 
of' firemen and fire engines only, or do they 
. -
branch out into fire pictures, end pictures show-
ing where firemen might_ serve, _ such as ~kitten 
i~ a high ~ree, puppy in_ the water, etc2 
b. In the study of polio_~~~ do _t~ey __ b:z,-ing ~~ p_ictures 
showing where a policeman's services wo~;d ~e 
needed, such as a speeding car, a lost ~og, _ etc,?·_ 
c. In the study of the postman do they bring in such 
. . ' ~ ' - ... .. ·- .. . - . . . ... .. . - . ... ~ . -· - . ~ •. 
P~C?~ur_es ~s a _ pers ?n. ~e~,ding or writing a letter, 
pictures of stamps, etc. 
Can they justify their choice of pictures? 
Do they show interest in collecting and arranging the 
the pictures? 
Do they look over, and discuss the pictures with 
each other? 
Do they use judgement in arranging pictures on a page? 
~ ... ,. ._. 
Do they do neat work in cutting and pasting? 
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a. Do they use the book when completed as: 
a. A reference book for detail in drawing? 
For subjects in story telling? 
As a leisure time activity? 
Quantitative 
This is anothe~_ me~b_o~ . ~~ ~~_al:Uating children's 
'U~d_e:r_~tan~~~ ~hr~ug~ p_l_an~~ a:nd _ di~~ussion. The 
:un~~~~_t _anding of childr~n_ ~~~- ~e _ s?own by their choice ~t 
pi~~es _and the~r ideas in _ ~~anging _ ~~e pictures accord-
ing t~ the Ph.~ses _ of t~~~~~d!, _ ~~t. ~s; 
1. In the study of firemen, arranging the pictures under 
. . . . . ~ - .. - - - - ~- . - -· . -
headings of firemen, 'fire engines, fire fighting, first 
aid, etc. 
2. In the study of policemen, arrallging under the headings 
.. ... '• .... 
ot policemen, police station, police work, police 
.. - - . ' . . . - . ~ 
equipment, et~. 
3. In th:e _stUdy of p~stm~n, arranging the pictures under 
the headings of post office, mail equipment, ways of 
sending mail, etc. 
T.ECRNIQ.UE 5 - ILLUSTRATING ON P .APER 
Qualitati:ve 
l. Does each picture tell a story? 
Do the children have fairly accurate concepts of size 
and shape? 
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Do they show definite learnings in their l)or.tr~SJ:s? 
Do they do neat work? /' 
.I 
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r II !J.uanti ta;:::ves may be sinq>le. cra;yon drawi.,gs or more in-
\1 
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yolved techniques_ ~ be used. 
I 
I 
l. Water colors for pictures ?O ~arger t~ 9_ x 12. 
Tempera or poster paint for pict=es 12 x 18 or larger. I 
3. · MUrals using tempera. 1 
Cut paper: 
outline cutting a~d then past~ng. 
Three dimensional effects involving angles. Tb.is 
. ' . .. . ... ' . -
form will show_ concepts of shape ~d. siz~, - ~ch as; 
1. A_ l:!ydr~t is round with proj _ect_ing faucets. 
2. ~ alarm_ box ie square w:l. th a . smaller squar_e 
pr_oj ecting ythere_ glass and lever are located. 
3. The shape and the projecting shields on traffic 
lights. 
4. The shape of a call box. 
5• The shape and compa.rati ve sizes of a mail box, 
package mail box, and a. storage box. 
I' 
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TECimiQ.UE 6 - llAKING LANTERN SLIDES 
QUalitative 
1. Does the child have a clear idea of what he wants to 
4. 
show? 
Does he know his eu bj ect? 
Is he csxeful of detail? 
Can he explain what_ ~le has dravm'i 
Does he work c e,refully? 
. . . 
6 • . Can he answer questions a~~ut his slide that e~e asked 
by other children? 
Q.ua.nti tati ve 
I 
,, 
:j 
I 
I 
This would be a. method of group evaluation when planning 
. - . .. .. .. .... .. - .. 
out with the children what slides could be made. Series 
- . . .. - .. . - - . - -- - . - .. - - ·- .. 
of slides could be made of any of the following phases. 
1. Firemen 
a. 
e. 
--r. 
Firemen gettirig rea~ for a ~ire. 
A fireman and his clothes, off duty and on. 
Firemen fighting different kinds of fires. 
Firemen in their spare time in the station. 
The tools used by firemen. 
The fire engine and its equipment. 
2. Policemen 
a.. Bbw policemen communicate with the station. Takes 
- h ' - • " • - • •• - ... - - - •· · .. 
in both prowl ear and walking policemen. IJ 
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b. Traffic lights and sample pictures of what happens 
as each light c omes on. 
c. The work of a policeman on his beat. 
d. The wttrk of a police ear at a fire. 
3. Postman 
a.. The different wa;ys in which mail travels. 
be T!le ei t;r. -postman _CO:nzPar~d to the country postman. 
c. The sorting of the mail. 
d. The different kinds and the uses of mail equipment 
seen along the street. 
e. The work of the men at the window of a post office. 
This technique woul d become an individual, method of 
eve.J.uation when working out with each eMld his slide and his 
. ~ . . ' 
reason for making it. Such questions would be considered as: 
Wby he is making the slide. 
. - . . . . . 
What will go into the slide? 
-~ - ··· -· ~ · - - ··· - -
What s~or,y he will tell about his slide. 
TECHNIQUE 7 • Y.AKING STORIES TO GO WITH LANTERN SLIIIES 
WRITTEN OR ORAL 
I Qua.li tative 
1. Do they indicate a knowledge of their chosen aspect of 
. - '. -
the subject? 
Can they express their ideas in clear, concise manner? 
- - -
Can they read or tell t heir stories in a pleasant, 
easily understood voice? 
..:= ===-=- :;:.::::=:=--~-------
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!1 
II Quantitative ~ . 
IJ The stories_ would work _aJ.ong ~ t~ the making of the sl_ides I 
11
/ The same concepts would be indica.te4 in their stories and in 1 
their slides. I 
I I 
I' ~~ Suggestio~ 
I 
- I? stories are to be written, a more informative_ ~tory 
1
, would result if each child is allowed to d_i~t~te _ ~?e . ~t~?.7 to 
1
' the teacher. Stories should be typed on cellophane b,y the 
~ . .. . . . . .... . . 
teaCher. The child could then make it into a slide. 
TECENIQ,UE 8 - JAKmG YODELS 
Do they have good ideas about models that could be ma.de?l 
. . - , . - I 
Do they have fair ideas about size and shapes in re- I 
lation to other models? 
Does each child indicate a knowledge of what he is doing 
Is ee.ch child able to explain to others what he is 
doing? 
s. Can each child answer questions about his model? 
Is be interested in what he is doing? 
.. - . • .. , 
Does he do careful work? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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a. Can each child fit his model in with models made by 
other children to make a complete story? 
Quantitative 
Models maY_ be ~d~. of fir~~n, _ policemen, postmen, 
. . •·. . ~-- . .. 
mail trucks, fire engines, police cars, al~ boxes, call 
boxes, mail boxes, and buildings. 
. . 
I 
I 
I 
A model of each of these things requires an expression ! 
of understandings in determining just what each model will II 
sbow. For example: 
1. A model of a fireman wi 11 show that 
a. He wears rubber boots. 
b. He wears a rub ber coat. 
c. He wears a. hard rubber or a metal hat. 
d. If he carries any tool such as an ax, an 
. . .. 
extinguisher, etc. the maker must explain wizy" 
- . - . 
the model does so. 
2. A model of a :policeman will show 
a.. He wears a uniform. 
. . 
b. He wears a badge. 
c. If he is a. traffic officer he wears white 
waist and shoulder bands. 
d. He has a stick (billy) and sometimes a pistol 
and ~ handcuffs. 
e. He has a. whistle. 
3. A m:odel of a postman will show 
a. He wears a uniform. 
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b. He has a badge. 
c. He has a key on a chain. 
d. He carries a shoulder bag. 
Models may be created by the use o:f' severeJ.. media. 
a . Cut outs of cardboard with attached stands. 
b. l?apier-me.che 
c. Clay or ple.stiscene 
d. Wood cutouts using jig: saws. 
e. l?aper sculpture using rolled and folded ~ewspaper 
and paint. 
TECBNIQDE 9 - FIJ..;"'DING .AliD SHARING OF JOOKS, RECORDUTGS, 
OR TOYS DE.ALIUG WITH TEE SUBJECT 
,g.uali te.ti ve 
1. Are children observant about the books about the room? 
2. Do children voluntarily bring recordings and books 
from home? (This is often an indication that they 
are interested in the unit end t~k about it at l"JOme, 
because , as a rule, home permission is necesse:i.J:·y be-
fore a child may bring anything to s_c~ol.) 
3. Do they make use of the public library in looking 
for and borrowing nooks? 
4. Do they ask. ' elp of the li'brarian either in the room, 
or in the public library? (There is a branch library 
in many schools where a regular period for borrowing 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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is assigned during school time. Where such a condition 
i exists it is eas,y for the teacher to observe the inter-
I 
eats of her class.) 
5. Do they justify their clmice of books or recordings? 
I 
'I j' Quantitative 
li 
I 
I 
il 
This type · of eve.luation shows children's under-
standing of the unit by their free choice of ?ooks, toys, 
and recordings that have relation to the subject. For 
example: 
Wh_en a child brings in or fi~ds eucha book a.s 
"Hercules" it is difficult for him to restrain 
- . . . - -
from _srowing ~nd exp.laini~ the book either to 
the teacr~r or to another child. 
2. If he owns a plastic or metal fire engine he is 
proud to show it and explain the finer details 
.. . 
of his model, pointing out its likeness to the 
real article. If ~e has_ ~ pl~ police uniform 
he should be allowed to wear it. 
3. In bringing in a recording, the child is usually 
anxious that the teacher and the class miss no 
detail that supports the subject under study. 
1l 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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TECBN:IQ,UE 10 - MAialTG SIMPLE :MAPS OF LDliiTED AREA 
SJ-DWlliG DIRECTIONS AND IDCATIOUS 
1
1
. Que~itative 
1. Do children show an __ a:w~eness. of things about them? 
I, 
II 
Do children have a sense of l ocation ancl direction of 
one thing in relation to anott~r? 
3. Do children have some sense of pr oportion? 
4 . Do they do fairly ca.reful and accurate wor k? 
~. q,uantitative 
II A. Firemen 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I, 
I 
~~s could be made for the placing of models in 
showing such a dis_pl~ as r;~e~e~ fight_i~ . . a~ fire. 
Th~. map ~~ll ~~_t be truly accurate but mor~_ o-r ~--. 
as ~- eX!_)erience. On the map they would s mw such 
things asa 
a. Placement of the burning house. 
- .  . . . . . . .. 
Location of the fire station. 
Location of eydrant and fire alarm box. 
Dr~wing of streets for the use of engines and 
cars. 
2. A map could be made showing the school in relation 
to n_e~est ~drant en~ f~e ~~ box. 
3. A map could be made showing a child's home in 
I 
I=~ 
I 
i 
:I 
i 
I 
I' 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
,! 
'I 
I B. 
,, 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
'I 
I 
,I c. 
I' 
II 
II I. 
II 
- -======· ====~~==== 
relatioB to the nearest hydra~t and fire al~ bo~ 
4. ~_ floor :play ma:p could be_ ~de sbowing the class-
room i~ relation to the nearest extinguisher and 
fire drill gong. 
5. After a f~~_ld t~iP. a. 111a~ could be drawn_ <?~. _t~e 
fire station showing location of gong, ticker 
r ' • • "· • - •• • ' 
tape, switchboard, etc. 
- . . - ·-- -- - .. - . . . ' - ' . . . . . . 
~eading_ of _ maps_ could be an. experie~ce, not 
expected to be ful~ absorbed by showing children 
. . -
a map of the city and tracing the route they 
--· -
will follow in taking a field trip to the fire 
station or stations. 
Policemen 
1. Simple maps showing different types of traffic 
intersections. 
2. M~:ps ~bowing location of nearest :police call box. 
a. to the school 
b. to their homes. 
3. After a field trip maps could be made to show the 
floor :plans of the :police station. 
:Postman 
1. A floor plan map could be made showing the relation 
of customers area, s~~ting area, canceling machine , 
etc. of a. ~ost office. 
2. Maps showing the relation of the child' s home to 
the nee~est :post box. 
7 
Simple ou i1 in.e map ot the streets used in get-
ting to the post office. 
4. Looking at a ~ity mep and tracing route to the 
nearest post . ?f~.ice. 
5. . ;:ample ma:p~ .co~ld be made by each child. to show 
how the postman goes from house to house in his 
neighborhood. (using dotted lines and arrows~) 
Simple maps are maps that make no effort to get in 
much detail and accuracy of scale. For example: 
. . . . . 
1. A floor map would be more c oncerned with 
. -·. . 
relationships and comparative sizes of_ s.reas 
involved but no effort would be made to have 
it accurate according to scale. 
2. J[aps of outside areas would hav_e houses and 
buildings put in as small squares. Cross 
streets of no imvortance '\V_oul.d be indicated 
brieflY where they enter or cros s the street 
being considered as a ~ine off or as a cross. 
I ·. 
TECENIQ,'OE 11 - ORAL QUESTIONS AND ORAL ANSWERS 
FORJLAL 
Qualitative 
1. Do the c~~l~.r~n show the ability to reason'l 
2. Do they listen well'l 
3. Can they give clear, concise answers? 
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4. Do they respect the opinions of others? 
--------==..:.; __ Jag 
5. Do they take correction in good grade? 
s. Are they polite about the mistakes of others? 
7 • Do they take turns in tal.king? 
Q1uantite,tive 
Oral questions and answers is the ideal place to m*e 
full use of the reasoning type of question. written ans-
wers to thie type of question are ~eneral~ b1eyond ~be 
ability of most children in spell_!~, muec~ar control_ 
for writing long answers, and remembering wbat they want ,I 
to sq long enough to overcome the mechanics of getting 
it on pa}>ere 
Some of the questions that aay be used area 
A. Firemen t.t.ionain Otzl" 
II 1. 1'by do we have so ~ fire St£ 
f city? or tire eng ill esf 
2. V1l:w' are there so many kinds ·trol'Jg 
J and heal tllv? 3. W1'\v' do fire11en have to be a f'orce o~ t'1r tl (e eJDen ,, 
4. ~ does there hav~ t I on duty all the till' quiet Yrben .. 'We baTe a 5. Wlzy' must ,.,,. . be ~ry fl 
-~· thillgs f . . 1 - 1 1 if fil:'e drill? 
,, 
lrezaeh do 011 
r s. What are some of the ~ 
their tiae ofn tbe,y 8o back to /t the fl 
!I 7. Wbat do firemen do 
- 1 
station after a fire? 
a. Why do firemen wear the clothes they do when 
fighting a fire? 
9• How do firemen know where to go when there is 
a fire? 
10. Tell how to get in touch with the fire de~art­
ment. 
:S. Policemen 
1. ~ do ~olicemen on a beat have to call the 
police station? 
2 • • WbT do we have traffic lights on busy cross-
ings? 
3. ~ does a police car go to ever,y fire? 
4. '\11\Y does the ~olice _department ~ut up signs 
telling the _s~eed limi t _s? 
s. ~ do ~olicemen try the doors of stores at 
night? 
6. ~ does the ~olice department have a hospital 
ambulance? 
7. What are the different kinds of policeme~ 
a. Why are there policemen on duty all the time? 
c. Postmen 
1. What is the difference between a city and 
country postman? 
2. What are storage boxes? Wl:\Y does the mail 
man use them? 
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3. Wbat are the different ways in which mail 
travels? 
4. ~ does the mail truck deliver packages? 
5. ~ is the mail sorted? 
s. Wlzy' is a stamp marked over with a cancel 
mark? 
7. What does a cancel mark tell? 
TECENIQ,UE 12 - RE.<\D:D.\rG Q,UESTIONS AND WRITnn .ANSWERS 
Q.ualitative 
1. Do the children understand what they read? 
2. Do they use care in selecting the right answers? 
3. Do they copy accurately? 
4. Do they read carefully? 
5. Do they do neat work? 
Quantitative 
1. Reading questions and copying the correct answer. 
2. Reading questions and drawing pictures to show the 
answers. 
3. True or false type teat. 
Samples of each of the quantitative techniques will be 
found on the next pages. 
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Techni que 12: Ree;ding· Q,Ue s tion and Copy ing Answer 
F i reman 9 2 
R e.' cl ea c. h 9 u ~ .~t i o fl . 1~wl k Ct bou ~ HH!. G. n.s we.,.· 
Whe.fl ~ou kr'IDW +he. o.ns we~J f ;"c;t i~ cd· t-he. 
bo-\-\om o~ ~e. ~'''fer. Wnk r\· on t~t. y,·~ht Lne. 
/. Who.-\- o.:re. -\- w o wa.~:. o~_ c.ul\ i ~~~ 
+\, e. ~iYe. depuxhY'Ie.nf f 
---------------·----f' . ) a.. .,.., re. J 
l 
J. Who..\- ho.\,fe.ns . w he"' ~ou. pu.ll tl, e. l e.ve,.. o' a. n 
o..\o.ri'Y\ bot( ____________ _ 
if. Wh~ do ~i ce. en~ine.!) have. · slre.n~~ 
to ~lA\ ou. t !)vno..l~ ~i cu · -\-o \e..l\ ~e.o\lr. \-he. ~ire ·, s out 
U5t. C\.(\ . CA.\a.rnt b ox f"!f\ o..\o:rm sou.nd~ \f\ 4c. s~t\of\ 
M ~eu~\P.. c.u.n ~ee i ~ 
u ~e. Cl. t Jerc.>ne. 
~~eo~le. ...;; ll ~e.\- ou.-1-
ll.5~ c.... h ~ dral'\i . 
. +o ~~~ '0~\- bi ~ ~~ n~ 
0~ -\\..~ vJO.~ 
Technique 12 : Reading ~uestjon and Copying Answer 
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~ e...c...cl eCLJ, 9u ~\,on .l h,nK o. ~o...,_+ +-\., E:... o..n ~ we....-. 
w~ e..l"\ ~ 01.\ ¥- r)Qu.J ~ f!.. a-n 5UJ e.(") ~I "'d it- o..\- -1-h (!.. 
bot\-01'1<) o\ +he..pr--pe..r, w ..... ~c. ,t (.)") +he. 1'"1~~+ line.. 
J 
C.c lor ed ? 
t 
; n .A h D 0"\ e.. +he.. fb\.t.UYIO..V) . 
~ r e t..•"'l L.<..-.cA ~ e..llo..J .c:t -\-w.:o- w c....0 r c.. d, 0 
the.. ~o I it-e. cl ~ ~o..rf Me..n+ reel Q.ncA ~ e...\lo ...J 
+he. fo I i c.. c. l'rlet.'"' ~e.-Us 1-l!. w h d +.o cl o , 
~e... . color~ -l-eJl ~~ · '-A.}hCA-+ +o · do, 
Technique 12: Reading QUestion and Copying Answer 
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. . ·. •· ... , ""; . ~· . . .. 
rtAre-r-, 
ltr;e.. 
/. u) h.._ ( e. J ox:.~ Ct. m u ~l yy,c;,. n o n h i ::, r o (.J._ t e.. 3 o -1-o 
'{ (0\,l\ ht:, n11<1\ b"~f- ~ --·· ---
~~~L ~\ O tA) · d 0 --~5 the.. t'Y~Ci t' I r) -\{ e, S tV' c..e,i . m~ \ \ b O)f 
~eJ ~ 0 tte. ro~t o~\l(.t_~ _,_..·."""'· ~~ .. """'-=~--=-­
.1.1J)h_j f'f) vt So~ ~O<.A. rv.. + s tc..m p!> 0 (l all rn Gt 't I f 
b:j +{. ~ 
be'\ no. i l 
If'"\ '......:t 
~\- rc~n ( · ... 
( 
· . . '{' -: -. .. (· 
-1-o rc..~ ~·oY' m "iII 0~ 
~+ ~e.. fo.d· ot!;,c.e_ 
\-o ~ e f- how m u c.h , } ~u.j ~ 
~en ~. c.11.. d ·tr-~~ ~' ~ · 
r Techniq.ue 12: Heading Questio11 and Drawing Answer 
Fireman 
K{? t;,_J fhe~e 9ues·hon<;,. ~~;nK_ o..bou+ ~e.. o.nswe.r, 
Co.f'\ ~jN dro. w o.. p;dur-e. of +he.. on.swe.r( 
-....... 
I \ 
\...,..lf'Cu .. J 
l lJ) her~ doe~ u ~,~r~r'nof\ 
o~ t 0. -\- "'~ e? 
'" 
I 
~eT 
\,/ 
do . ~ \re mer\ Ciet tc 
,,.., \.J. 
ca r'l Q \.-l re rr\a. n s E s 
·----------------·-----
(J.) 
---, ~·- ---~ ... ~-~---- .. -... 
r· , 
r · ~ ; r ."" ( 
._.,._ '· . ' ·-- :-
( ;' f 
+o +.c.\ h t 
\,j 
( i./ ) 
box 
J .. 
("'\ : j ! t-'- ' 
1 
{~'~ ... 
\ . .; 
, :::, n. o -r .. rt- · 
._, I 
Techni que 12: Reading Question and Dr8ming Answer 
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. ~ e..c...d. -\-~ f..!> e. q t.t e~ h on tl. -rk 1 ... \<._ o..-b()l.<.+ -\-\., (.. Ctn~ wu, 
ct. (\ ~ 0 I.(. d ··a.w ~ r\c .. t .. t..e.. 0 .\ -\-he.. a..n 't:.l..l.l er f 
Dv-"-....> ~ou..r "-"'~""'er~ in ~(.. rt~h+ bel(, 
J.!io....> do ro\tt.eMet\ fjO +o C.... ~•"C. ov- a.c.c.<de..r. 1 ~ 
~ 1 14 oW (A(l (.,;. i \I C.. e.. MG. " 0 (\ h I ~ b e. C.... t 
ff..,ort h, ~e. pol,c:.c.. sf.aJ·,on? 
..3, U) h o.J c.. c.\ o.,. !1 ~ hb ~e-ll u 6 w e. ()'I c..~ C::..ro~..!> 
(A. btre.-e.t~ 
' 
if, t.Jhe.re.... doe5 C.... fo\.c..e mt(.n \. ve.? 
/, 
.... , .... ilJIII.,.,._ 
1 
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R e"'-c\ +he ~e.. ~ 1.1 e ~-~ , on~:\\. ; n \<. c.. bot.< t +{, e. Ct n o. t.Uf!,... 
Cv. ,..... ':\ 1.> '"'- J r "- W c-. \' c..-!-..... f c. o \ ~ e. c._ n .:; w e-c ~ 
D y " "<.) 'j 0 .... ( c . \ .; w u ~ I n +t e. ,. I.:\ n t- b C>J( • 
I. l4o....J doe!> rn CAt l ~e.:~ ~(OYY\ 4e. ro~t 0 -\'\(.e. 
-\- () t~ e... i-f"'l ·, (\? . 
' 
c: 4 . /-to~~ do e~ <....<... V)~ Ct .l \ rYll.t. (\ ore..() 
J . Ho~ cl.~) e ~ h) Ct_ I \ Lov)'"')e- +-o 
tf-. /A.)~u t do ~0~ f\At 0\'1 C4.. 
/ . 
·~ .. . -......... __ 
Cl. ..Stnva.~ e.. b O)( f 
~ou..f' h o ..... .5 e. f 
\e. +tef be. \.or~:. mC.:.I in~~ 
o.l , 
.......  .,.-_....-----. ----=-ll! ...... .,_ _ _ _ ,.
Tec1mique 12: . T-rue . or :False 
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\-\ e.te. O..Y ~ ~orne.. que~~,· on~ 1 
'1 ~ f.~ e. an ~wer- { o o._ ~u e.~ to..., \ ~ ''~e.i,, l.t), ;{f-
0 \"\ \-1-. e. v ' ~ hi- \; Y'\ e. . 
T'-
-· 
. t\ I\ 
et. n~we.,... \ ~ no"; 
/, ,Do ~·, r.!. me(, .S o. ue.. \\ ue ~ ? 
~~t Doe.~ -tl,e-. Hool\ et. fld L a.ddeY +Y'ucJ\ 
4-o oJ\ ~\ r~ ~ r 
3, Do ~-i. ,~erY\ef"\ we..u.r rub b~r boot:;,~ 
if, (o.n ~Ol..( ~e..+ v.J c..{e.- ~vom Ct. h 0 dra,,-f ( __ _ 
0. Co.~ ~ou. ~~ •.uo.A e'<" \\ .. o"'"' o..n o.. \c-. v M box[_. __ 
b. Does e~'--h o.. \a r rn boX' h a. u e.. ct. n u r\1) 6e...- f_. __ .. 
7, Do t re Yne() f.-now how . +o ~ e IF reo p le/ --
'/,Do ~iverne.n \<..n ow ~ow {o re.c.c._c\ I'Ylo..ps ?----
9. Do \.\ r e e...n~i Y\e~ ((JJ 1"<-~, 0... ~ ':j~ .... t~-n t: ·-----
/OD r . ~ " , ' ? 1 0 ...,., I" C.. el'\~l\'l e.5 CO. Yf~ ()_(\ e_Xitl'\ ~ 1..\1 :l 1'1 e. r 1 ·- --
/ 
Technique 12: Tr ue or False 
Policeman 
\ ~ e.< c:.. u_ '( e.. s om e.. ~ \..l e.~ t \ on~ . 
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r { the Q l'\ ~we.f + 0 c.. ~\.A.~ ·L OY'\ ' ~ ~e..~ ' ........ lrl ~c.. 
~ h IH') t~ e,_ r"\ ~ h + \I t'le. t 
· j_ .\- ~h e CA. () ~ LoU e r ' ~ '"' o ~· \A.J r 1 ~ c... · r; o 1 o h t{ e.... I ' ne. , 
J, Do ro L c.e 1')1 e.ri he.~~ 1.1. ~? . 
""·Do tAl\ po\.c.eme.l) ~'•de. IY'I foLte... c.c.:.-~?--
3 fV\c..~ ~Ot..l tASe.. C.... \o\,c..~ -\-de. fhone.( __ 
' ' if, Do poLe.~ C..IH~ hP.ve.. +wo-wet~ r'lct.o.::.: ---
. J-. Doe-:. deFt. .,..,... e'<r"'l i-l, c.. .Sttrne.. c..!> dejX<r-1 tner~f f---
1, , Poc:.!;o "" ·. fo\. c.e0'1->c.. f) htt .... e. ec.. b ""cl ~e.? __ 
7, Do f6\.c.e.I'Ylel'\ pv...t o ....... + C.,.e~ ~ __ 
f. u), (\ \o I. c:. e rn e 1'\ h ~,.e. rl (J o...: ~ __ 
9, Doe~ #c. po\. c:.e.. cle.r-rt fherlf P""" ~ t..l~ ~ \J VI.:>? 
lb, Cc..n jOLt fell e>.. . ?o\tt~mtlfl . bj ..vl.+ he. wu..~:;.~--
Technique 12: True or False 
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He·~e,.. O..V"'<:, · ~OYr" e.. '1 \.(..e.>{ion.!>' 
:r ~ .J-h e. q. n sever -l-o a.. '1"'- <- s { • Of) 1 :;. ~ ~!> J .. w r, fc::.. 
·~ "-~ o ~ +{, '- r; ~ h t L 11 e . 
I~ th ~ ~A ~ w e t' i ~ _' n o J.. w r 1 \ t.. Y1 o ., on ~ e.,.. l1 n e.. , 
o2. ' D t> ~ +-h e. 1\'14 ; I + r <-(.(.J, d e. ( i " C. I'" rc.. c. k (<. ~ (.,!> ~ - " 
3. D~ e ~ "" ' ,.- m 'L • \ ~ r~ "'e..( b ~ +.-"' !"\ ? - --
f. Do (I o <-~. p~.t+ .5 { a.w. ps. o Y") a.. II . n-1 a tl : ~ 
.j~ Dol!!> Ct c.c..rH.e i Ma.r k +ell _joc< t.0 hu e. 
~ l e tt e r w a.. s M ~ \ \ w ? ---
. I 
1. . Do 0 R. f. D. I'Y\ eo A V"o.A. rCt. \ ~ r e c::.. J. e \. ver-J ~---
7 .Do M a.; lrn e.fl r e.\; I( -\-he. i ..- 1 c...~ ::. 
+roi'Y"\ · Ct. ~to..-c..~ e boX'"~ 
g, Cc..!"\ !j OIA. rna. i I f o.. c. k::o..~ e.:. ' 0 v.. m 4 , I b o,.. :'--
f, Does Mc..t\ \or Clf\ is k 0d 
-\-rC<.ve( · b ~ boo. + f --
jo.Do we.... het.~~ r~-ra_f ~re~ v\e.L"*e:"-~?_ 
\ ' 
TECENIQ,UE 13 - LETTER WRITmG 
1 Qualitative 
II 
,, 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
1. Can the children express their ideas in clear, in-
telligible manner? 
2. Can they make clear well formed letters? 
Are they using more accurate spelling? 
Do they use visible aids, such as spelling books, 
vocabular.y cl~ts, etc. to help themselves spell 
independently? 
5. A:re they mowing more ease in composing a letter? 
s. Axe they showing more familiarity with the form of 
a simple letter? 
7. Do they tend to appreciate courtesies Shown them 
and volunteer to express their feelings b,y writing 
'thank you' letters? 
Quanti ta,t ive 
1. In planning a fielct trip where advance notice is a 
courtesy, discuss with the chilaren what should go 
into the letter asking for an appointment. For the 
~ . . . -
first two or three trip_s_ t_hi~ W?Ul~ be a._ class_ under-
~a.king, but by ti:e latter. ];)~_t_ ?f th~- ye~, . ~-o:me 
children will have developed enough of a concept of 
what is needed t'P..at they could compose letters inde- j 
1.01 
I 
'I 
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II 
II 
Letters such as the above sllould include 
a. Statement of the desire to visit. 
be Statement of the type of thing you are inter-
ested in_ seeing. 
c. Request for an answer stating if and when it 
' . . - ·- .. ·- .. - . -
would be convenient to come. 
Thank you letters. SUch letters should go tos 
~ - - . ... . ·-· .. 
a. ~-er.~~~ ~~:'-" :personaL !h:o. ~scor_ted_ - ~~e. c .l.a~~ - . 
around the place visited. The letter should 
i~clude a st_atemen~ of '!'~~- i~re_ss~~- ~h~- ... 
and what things they saw and heard that were 
new to them. 
Drivers who to?k. ~~e. _c?-ildren c:>n_ ~he_ ~r~:p_, if' 
such people_ vo?-unteered their_ t_i~e __ an_(i the 
use of their cars. Tell why they were glad 
- - - ' - - -
they could go on the tri:p. Tell at least one 
. - ~ ~ . - - -
thing th~y learn~~ on the t:r!lpe 
_T~k you lette;r:s_ sho~;J.d b_e individual, and a 
good pic~u_re of t?:e ! _alu_e of_ ~he tr~p. ~i~~ - ;p~e~~~t it-
self to the teacher in ree..ding and correcting the 
letters. 
3e Letters to absent class members. 
Such letters should be individual. Children should 
' .. - . - ... .... 
be encouraged to tell at least one thing they are doing in 
social studies. The aspects of the social studies unit 
- - ~ - .. . ~- . . .... . .,. .. .... ~ . - . -· . 
that are most meaningful to each youngster will show up 
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II 
in such letters. The enthusiasm for {or lack of interest 
in) th~ c~ent unit wil~ also . ~how up. 
4. Writing letters using pictures wherever possible is a. 
stunt most children love. 
The evaluation of children's learnings will s~ow ~ 
when plan~ing a letter. This is a more abstract form of 
- . ~ - ...... . . ~- -· ·- . 
evaluation of con~ret~. concep~s, ~~- some _ ~on~_~ts are 
necessar.y to the writing of an effective letter. 
TECHNIQUE 14 - INFORMAL DISCUSSION 
Qual~tative 
le Do the children ask thoughtful questions? For example: 
a good question would be, • Does a fireman own the fire 
engine?" A poor question would be, "Does a fireman 
put out fires?" 
2. Do they listen to answers whether given by the teacher 
or another child? 
3. Do they respect another child's opinion? 
4. Do they volunteer to answer another child's question? 
I Q.uantitat_ive 
Informal discussions should be -fairly short. They 
may start at any :place or at any time. For example: 
1 0 3 
II 
I 
1L 
' a. While children are getting dressed to go horne, if -il 
I 
I 
I 
one child raises a question, the children should 
be ~ermitted to give the answer if possible. If 
. . ~- - . ~ . . . 
the answer is inadequate, a question from the 
- . . .. - . - .. 
teacher can usuallY lead to a complete answer. 
,.. •• • h -· - - •• - ~ - -
b. While rewinding a reel after a movie, a question 
to the class can often start a discussion. 
c. Small group ~iscussio~ may be start~d w~~le 
waiting for the rest of the class to finish an 
assignment. 
d. Talking over a recording, a movie, or a stor,y 
can be a source of informal discussion. 
. - . .. ~ - - . . .. -
e. Before school, children who are in eaxlY may 
- . - - ~ - .. ·-· - ... . .. . 
benefit b,y ~articipation in informal discussion. 
TECENIQ,TJE 15 • RHYTHMIC ACTrvrrY 
Qualitative 
1. Are the children sensitive to r~thm? 
2. Can they create rhythmic action to illustrate move-
ment of men at their work? · 
3. Do t~ey have ~oo.d. pbys i~al coordination? 
4. Do they listen well wh~ music is being pl~ed? 
Quantitative 
Some of the activities of firemen, policemen, and 
postmen respond to pantomine in time to music. A dis-
I 
II 
II 
II 
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ru. ssion with the children can bring to light some of the 
aspects of tr..e study that could be shown rhythmically. 
For example: 
A. Firemen 
1. Climbing a ladder to reach a fire in a 
2. Pulling a hose to .8: :point where it will be 
able to reach a fire. 
3. Playing a hose. ( BWB\Ving in reythm) 
4. Uncapping_ a_ trdra,nt~ 
5. Chopping a hole in a roof to release heat 
and smoke. 
6. Running very fast to show an engine on its 
way to a fire. 
B. Policeman 
1. The different types of policemen 
a. Walking in time to music. 
b. Galloping as a mounte~ policema~. 
c. Running and swerving as a motorcycle 
policeman. 
2. Directing traffic in slow rhyt~ Groups 
of children being cars. 
c. Postman 
j\ 1. Canceling stamps by hand. I 
II 2. Sorting_ th~ ~~?--. . . 
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II 3. Dni tat ing a ·mail.: tratn. SJ.ow start ing, 11 
==--==#=======---== ====. i ~~ 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
speeding up, slowing to a stop. 
4. Im.i ta~ ing _an ai:ryl~ne. 
5. Walking and stopping as a postman on hie route. 
TECBNIQDE 16 - REJ?ORTmG OUTSIDE EXPER:OQ.mES 
I Qua_li tat ive 
·I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
1. Are the children aware of a connection between unit 
of study in school and their outside experiences~ 
··- ... . 
,A;re t~~ chi~dren sJ:M:>wing improvement in stic~~.ng to 
the point when_ telling about an outside experience~ 
Do the children listen well~ 
q.uanti tative 
There are many sources of information that are avail-
able to children outside of the planned experiences they 
have under the teacher's direction. 
Many homes have te~evision sets. So far this year, 
many, of the programs off ered for children have included 
material they have been stu.dying in school. The children 
have been repo~ting the~e progrsms. 
When a child has occasion to see a f i re beitt_g brought 
under cont rol he should be allowed to tell it. If' be has 
seen fire equip~ent on it~ Wa¥ to a fire his report will 
show how much he observed. 
- .. . -
If a child has vjsited a museum, exhibit, or a place 
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that has ~relation to the unit under study, the child 
gains an advantage in telling about it. The class gains 
by l i stening. 
A child whose father is a, fireman, policeman, or 
postman should be encourage to ask ll:im to tell s_tories 
about his work that the child could retell to the class. 
Some movies have scenes or are about firemen, police-
... . 
men, or possible a postman and their work. !f a child 
has seen such a movie he should be encouraged to tell 
about it. 
All these experiences show some understanding of tne 
child when he tells about them. This is an incidental 
way for determining the concepts of a few individuals. 
TECENIQUE 17 - PL.."-.lffilNG .AND MAKThfG A RECOHDD'U 
Q,ual.itative 
1. Do the children show an awareness of their ovrn voices? 
3. Are they able to estimate with any degree of accuracy 
. . -
the length of their planned recording with the size 
of -t he disk? 
4. Do they use care in planning what to say and w~ 
6. 1 Do they have good ideas? 
I 
I 
I 
,- =1 
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6. Do they express their ideas well? 
7. Do they te,ke suggestions? 
a. .A:re they critical of their results? 
Quantitative 
:Making a rec~rding. n~cess_itates c_ar~ful :p~an!ling 
through discussion. The record will be a result of their 
' -
understandings as 
1. They must have definite concepts in order to express 
them vocally. 
2. They must have a sense of the relation of one con-
ce:pt with another in order to have a story w.l th 
- -
correct continuity. 
3. In a recording, sound adds color and drama to t~~ 
program. 
a. For f i reman recordings the sounds that might be 
included could be 
1. The siren of the engine. 
2. The ringing of the gong. 
3. The swish of water. The hiss of water hitting 
a fire. 
The sound of axes. 
The roar of the fire. 
The sound of tackle and pulley to raise and 
. ~ -· .. .. . .. . .. 
extend the ladder, or the whir of an electric 
~ ' ' A 0 
motor in tll..e ce.se of the later models. 
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b. For sounds in ~olicemen recordings 
1. The policemen's whistle. 
2. The siren on a police car. 
3. The click of the key in a police call box. 
- - . 
4. The sound of feet walking. 
c . For sound effect tn a postman recording 
1. The sound of feet walking. 
2. The thump of the canceling stamp. 
3. The closing of the doors of a mail box, 
p~kage_ ?ox or storage box. 
4. The sound of the closing of the flap of a 
mail box. 
5. The ringing of the doorbell by the postman. 
TECI-JN:IQ,'OE 18 - VOCABULARY 
Qualits.tive 
1. Do the children use the words pertaining to the study 
of firemen when discussing their work? 
. - - - - - - . ~ ' - -
2. Do they understand the meanings of the words~ 
.. - . ·-
3. AXe they conscious of ne:w ~or~_s _ythen __ they cr~:P up , 
and are they insistent _on ~earning the m~ani~s? 
4. Do they use the words in written stories. (~ist 
~ . . . - - .. -
should be in a prominent place so that children can 
spell correctly. Words that could be used in the 
spelling period should be automatic by the time 
09 
children are .permitted to write short stories, poems, 
etc.) 
Quantitat i ve 
Words peculiar to the study should be named by the 
children and printed on a chart. As the children come 
- •. . ~ 
across new words these words can be added to the chart. 
1. Oral guessing g~e 
A child silently chooses a word from the list. He 
tells the class something about the word but does 
not name it. For example; 11 I am thinking of a word 
that tells how firemen get down to the street floor 
without us ing the stairs." Then some one tells the 
correct v:rord and points it out on the chart. That 
p_erson becomes t _he new_ le _a~e!• . 
2. Cross word puzzles. (See samples on the next page~) 
3. Matching words that go together or are associated. 
(See Samples) 
4. Written or oral drawing directions. 
a. Draw four things found on a fire engine. Ne.me 
each thing you draw. 
b . Draw two ways of telling the fire ste,tion about 
a fire. NBme them. 
c.. Draw a picture to sLow where firemen get water 
to put out a fire • 
. ~- . . . . .. . .. 
d. Draw a ~icture to st~w . some work a policeman 
. . ''' " .... . 
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Technique 18: Cross· Word Puzzles 
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Technique 18: Matc hing Words 
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e. Drew a picture to show the different ways in 
which mail travels . Name each picture. 
f. Draw eomething a policeman uses when he wants 
you to look at him. 
5. Che-rades 
A group of children choose a word but do not tell the 
rest of the class. They act out a short play giving 
clues by their e,ctions and their words w!:at word they 
are dramatizing. The class guesses the word. 
TEC ENIQ,UE 19 • OBSERVATION 
£Ualite,tiv~ 
1. Do the children notice the things about them? 
2. Do they look at familiar objects with more comprehension 
when tl1ese objects are related to the unit of study? 
3. Do they notice details? 
4. Do the children ask questions about tr..e things they 
observe? 
Quantitative 
Children' s understandings of the things they observe 
may be determined by using the discussion method. Quest-
ions that require the conjuring of a mental picture may 
be used. For ex~ple: 
1. Firemen 
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2. 
ao What do es a hydrant l ook like? 
b . What does a fire ale..rm box look like? 
c . Where is t he nearest eydrant? 
1. From the s c hool? 
2. From t h e home? 
c . What do firemen wee..r when f i ght i t'l_g a f ire? 
e. Where is the fire dri l l gong? 
f . W'hat i s the col or of the gong? 
g . Where i s t he ne ares t fire extinguisher? 
Pol icemen 
a. ~~at does a policeman wear? 
b. Vlhicb color is on the top of the traf fic lights , 
middle , bot tom? 
c . Where is the nearest police telephone box? 
\~~at color is it? 
d. What is written on a police car? 
e. w~~t is put on some streets to tell you where 
to cross? 
3. Postmen 
a. What is the color of the postman's uni f orm? 
b• Where does. a :poshu~:m wear his badge? 
c . HOw does he carry hi s bag? 
d. What is the color of a mail box? 
e. Ylhere is the nearest mail box, storage box, 
package box? 
f. Where i s the post office? Tell bow you would 
get there by car, by bus, or by walking. 
. . ~ . . 
Children's keentJ,ess of observation may be shown 
in the detail work of their creative activities. 
1. Drawing pictures. 
2. Making models. 
. -· 
3. Making costumes and scenery for a play. 
- .. . 
4. Imitations of the act ions of ringing an alarm, 
mailing a letter, imitating a traffic officer, 
etc. 
TECENIQ,UE 20 - SElECT JNG AND BE.ADDTG ALOUD SUlTAm.E 
STORIES OR INJroRMATION 
Qual i tat i '!.,e 
1. Are the children awexe of books as a source of in-
formation? 
2. Do they show interest in reading independently? 
3. Are they willing to share their findings with ot lers? 
4. Do they use the facts t~EY have read, while doing 
their creative activities, i. e. 
a. Go to a book for cleexer idea of details 
in drawing a picture. 
b. To get more information for making 
stories etc. 
5. Ca11 the children vvho are reading aloud to the rest 
of the grouD, answer questions from the group? 
ll9 
6. Can the children who are listening to the stor,y 
answer questions about what was read? 
Q;uantitative 
We allow two periods a week for children who wish 
to read aloud to the rest of the cla.ss. The children 
who listen are encouraged to discuss the stories or 
information read as to whether it is, 
1. Rela.ted to the unit of study. 
2. Tells them something about the subject they 
are studying. 
3. A good book because 
a. It is fun to listen to. 
b. It tells us something we want to know. 
Knowing that tb.eir selection is go_ing to be under 
fire, e,nd anxious for the opportunity to read aloud an 
independent story, children use more care in their 
selection of material. 
Children are guided first by the illustrations as 
to whether the story is .related to their study. Some-
times more information is given in the pictures than in 
the printed material. In such a case the child is en-
couraged to e:x:plain the pictures to the class. 
Children who have difficulty in reading and therefore 
cannot hold the interest of the class are encouraged 
to e:x:plain the illustrations. 
1 20 
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TECJ-.~T:IQ,lJE 21 - USE OF PUPn.-TEACHH:R TECimiQ}JE 
Q.ua..li tative 
1. Do the children voluntarily · help others when they see 
an opportunity to do so? 
2. Do the children who are receiving help, va~ue the 
information or material given them by another -- ~~ild? 
3. Do the children who are helping others by giving in-
format ion, aid i n finding ma.ter_ials, or_ ?:r _ ~1Jow_i~ 
w~ things are done in a certain way, indicate a good 
. ... ~. ~' . 
understanding of the subject under study? 
Quantitative 
The pup i l-teacher technique m~ be used: 
" . ~ . -
1. When a new child enters after the unit of stuqy has 
been under We;/ • 
2. Wben a child has been absent for several d~s. 
3. When a child is experiencing difficulty in finding 
or handling materia..ls. 
4. When a child cannot read a book but would l i ke to have 
the information it contains. 
TECENIQ,UE 22 - PUPIL - PLANNJNG 
QUalitative 
1. Can the children see for themselves wba,t coulil or 
should be covered in the next period? 
2. Do the children feel a responsibility for the gr ound 
covered in a dsy's work or for finishing an activit,y 
under way? 
3. Can the children work well together in their planning 
procedures? 
4. Do the children respect the desires and opinions of 
other .children? 
5. Can the children justify their suggestions? 
6. Do they show increasing evidence of using definite 
reasons for their choices? 
I$Uant i t a.t ive 
Opportunities fo r pupil-planning in the field of soci& 
studies m~ occur in the; 
1 . Plann ing the day' s work. 
2. Planning follow up work. 
3. Planning the work of ea.ch child in an act ivit""~ period. 
4. Planning a play or a recording. 
5. Planning a field trip. 
6. Planning letters. 
TECHtfiQ,tJE 23 - COJ:.TVERSATIONS OVERHEARD 
Q.ualita.tive 
1. Do the children ta,lk about their work to each other? 
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2. Do ·they ask for information from other children? 
' ,, . ~ 
3. Does the child who never volunteers in class discuss-
ions show any tendency to discuss his worK with a 
friend? 
Q.ue.nt i tative 
Conversations about the subject under study occur in 
inform.etJl eJctivities, or when children are unaware of the 
teacl~r as a director. Such conversations are likely 
to take place; 
1. On the playground. 
2. Before school when no definite assignment is given. 
3. While working together in creative activities. 
4. In pupil-tea.cl-.;.er situations. 
5. In the lunchroom. 
Such conversations, if and when they occur are usually 
fragmentary as any interference or sense of being over-
heard would destroy the desire to continue the topic . 
This is a source of evaluation that occurs b.1 pure 
chance and would affect but a few individuals. If a con-
versation is overheard it is usuallY very enlightening to 
the teacher. It gives a colorful picture of what the 
children think about their work and i t is a sample of the 
wa:y in which they eX);lress their ideas to each other. 
J 
TEC J~TIQUE 24 - REPORTS ffROM HDbffi 
Q.ualitative 
1. Do the children discuss their studies at home? 
2. Do they report accurate information? 
3. Do they ask for more information from their parents? 
4. Do the parents indicate a willir€ness to help the 
child by giving him richer experiences in the unit 
under stucly'? 
Q.uantita.tive 
It is a common experience with teachers to have 
parents tell them what their children talk about at home. 
Some of the children's stories of school are far from 
flattering or accurate. Nevertheless, these ~_e;po~_ts re-
veal what i~ressed tv~ children and show either an under-
standing or a misunderstanding of their work, and are a 
method of eve.J.us.t ing both the ability of the children as 
:pupils, and the ability of the teacher to adjust h..er 
progrgm to meet individual needs. 
TEClThTIQ,UE 25 - KEEPDTG A D::r.ARY 
Qualitative 
1. Do the children realize what has been done in the 
daily peri od? 
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2. Can they pick out the main points of a lesson, dis-
cussion, field trip, or an activity? 
3. Can they express themselves in clear, interesting 
manner? 
4. Do the children read over the diary duxing free time? 
5. Do they look in the diary to clea.r u:p a disputed point 
about the material covered? 
6. Do children who have been absent read what has been 
done while they were out? 
Quanti ta.tive 
Keeping a day b,y dqy diary will reveal: 
1. Which children benefit most :i.n each day ' s work. 
2. What misunderstandings some of the children acquire 
t:~.nd possibly why. 
3. The ability of some of the children to exnress tP~m­
eelves vocalJ.y. 
4 . The quality of th.e work to both the teacher and the 
children. 
Keeping a diary will benefit the children in that a clea..r 
picture is drawn of what is done in each day' s work. 
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TECBNIQ.UE 26 - LISTE1HNG AND TEEN FOLI.OWTITG DIRECTIONS 
NOT 01\f P .AJ?ER 
Q,Uali ta.tive 
1 . Do the children listen carefully to directions? 
2. Do they think about what they are to do? 
3. Do they have control? 
4 . Do they he,ve automatic response? 
5. Are they interested in what they are to do? 
Opantitative 
1. Listening games (1) 
A. "When I say something that is ~,clap your 
hands. Careful, don' t get caught . u 
1 . Firemen 
a. Firemen go to work only when there is a 
fire . 
b. Firemen weax rubber boots. 
c. All firemen can drive a fire engine. 
do A hose is used at all fires . 
e . A hydrant is a kind of hose. 
f . An extinguisher puts out small fires . 
2. Policemen 
a. A policeman lives in the station. 
1. Adapted from: Donald D. Durrell, Helen Blair Sullivan 
and Relen A. l.IT:urpby, Building Word Pow.!a:, World Book 
Co . Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York , 1945. 
3. 
b. A policeman wears a badge. 
c. A policeman is our friend. 
d. A policeman j_ n a speed limit. 
e . A policeman is a person. 
Postman 
a. A pos tman drives a mail train. 
b. A postman carr ies a mail bag. 
c. A postman lives in a home. 
d. A postman gets in a mai~ box. 
e. A :pos tman wears a u niform. 
f . A city :postma n a r.d a country postman are 
j ust the same. 
:S. "I ' m goir>.,g to say some words that bel ong together. 
Every now and then I'll say a word that do es not 
belong with the others . Say ' Fi r e' i f you hear 
a word that does not belong. " 
1 . Firemen 
a . boots 
b . dress 
c . go11.g 
2e Policemen 
a. tre.ffic 
l:D. s :p eed 
c. radio 
ax ladder 
s i ren hose 
mail 
boy 
engine 
station 
hydrant mother firebox 
extinguisher 
( h~ve the cl'.ildren call ' St o:p ' ) 
whistle beat boat uniform 
b adge baby station stair s 
television t ickerta:pe depart me nt 
, 
3. Postmen ( F..ave the children call • cancel') 
a . m.ail pail letter ladder bag 
b. storage sack sack cancel sock 
c . stamp package pill postage 
c. Sendi ng Mail 
Draw several squares on the board to represent 
envelopes. Tell the group to address the envelopes 
by giviv...g a word that tells about mailmen or their 
work. Call on one ch ild end give him a reaso nable 
time to think of words. Write on an envelope as 
he gives a word. When he l> .. as given all the words 
he can think of , count u~ the number of envelopes 
he addressed. That will be his score. Erase the 
squares and dra~ new envelopes f or another child. 
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CF»TER V 
CONCLUSIONS AliD SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
So much time and energy is spent in planning and pro-
viding experiences designed for the growth of a child ' s atti-
tudes, skills, and knowledge that it seems feasible to exert 
as much care in making sure that these goals a~~e being reach-
ed. It would seem that an evaluation pr ogram the,t is var i ed 
and interesting, that approximates the natural learning 
situations, and that informs both teacher and child of the 
progress made , would answer this need. 
The program set up in this study is designed to serve as 
an instrument for measuring progress for the teacher and the 
pupil. The qualitative phases of eac t technique may be used 
for determining the needs in all three aspects of educe.tion, 
the attitudes, skills, c;md concepts of a child. 
The problems of a tee .. cher in the prima..ry grades are 
quite. different from the teacher in the upper grades . The 
upper grade teacher has the advantage of working with child-
ren who have enough skill i n the communicative arts to enable 
them to wTite , or speak their concepts . The children m8y 
ga,in their information f rom reading and their comprehension 
can be more easily tested. 
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A primary grade teacher has to gain her information on 
a, child ' s development by using techniques that will fit the 
nature and abili ties of children on this level . Her inter-
pretation of the behavior and reactions of her clas ::; are 
often her onlY means of measurement. 
No program has l.)een devised in such detcdl for the use 
of primary grade teachers. It is the feeling of this writer 
that such a program has been needed. Such _a program should 
be of value to the teac her as a guide of wha,t to teac h , what 
to emphasize, what to dril l, a,nd whe..t to retee.ch. :It should 
give her the satisfaction of knowj.ng just how muc h grovvth 
a. child is malcing under her influence and guidance. 
Such a program should be of value to a child as a chal-
lenge to the etdoption of better at titudes to the p r a.ctice 
of greater skills, and to the gaining of clearer concepts. 
:It should help him be more analytical of his own standards. 
It should encourage him to more careful listening and speech 
habits , more comprehension in reading, more reasoning before 
ma..kifl_g a statement or a decision, and more underste,nding and 
o·bservant of t he things about him. 
Suggestions For Further Stud~ 
1. As work progressed on the different evaluation tech-
niques, more and more methods suggested themselves . The 
study opened up possil::dlities of a great many more techniques 
than are included in t h is volume. It would be interesting 
to see just how far such a study could be pursued b efore 
' 
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it would be exhausted. 
2 . The techniques suggested here were used in one class-
ro om only. It would be valuable to e.x:periment with each 
meth....od of eve.luation to determine just what type child it 
would serve best. 
3. The assumption has been made in this study that e.ll 
the tec hn iques used here could 1Je adapted to any unit in 
primary grade social studies . It might be a profitable 
venture to test out this statement . 
4 . It has been as serted here that such an ev aluation 
program, as 'P..as been devised in this study, is valuable to 
the child. If it were possible to find t wo teacher s wJith 
the same teaching t ecl".!lliques and the seJD.e tYPe class, to 
experiment to compare growth wit;h and without ·r.he use of 
this progre.m, it would l)e most profitable. 
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